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Always Talk to Strangers contains the first seven chapters to a novel. The

novel focuses on the friendship between Amanda and Maria, two fourteen-year-old

girls who are experiencing their last summer before high school in Madison,

Wisconsin. Their friendship is a complicated one: Maria was kidnapped four years

ago, the same sunmier that Amanda's father abandoned Amanda and her mother.

These best friends must deal with various forms of loss: the loss of sexual innocence,

the loss or "reinterpretation" of traditional father figures, the loss of believing in that

ever elusive "happily ever after."

The relationships in Always Talk to Strangers often grow and transform

through subtle psychic undercurrents. Many thoughts and feelings of sadness, hope,

and betrayal travel between the characters not through words but through body

language and the innate understanding that we all carry our pasts with us. Our pasts,

indeed, haunt us like ghosts: Amanda and Maria don't often verbally discuss the

kidnapping or Amanda's father; Amanda and her mother don't discuss the man

they've both lost, or their respective problems with marijuana and alcohol abuse;
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Amanda's mother and grandmother don't discuss their different religious and spiritual

belief systems.

Always Talk to Strangers is, in the end, a coming-of-age novel that shows us

we are all composed of contradicting emotions and desires. We all have the capacity

for unconditional compassion one second, and in the next we might inflict emotional

harm on the ones we love the most.
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Always Talk to Strangers

(One)

Tommy takes Maria's hand and leads us into his bedroom, which used to be

the operating room. "Here," he says. "Can't you just feel them?" He's talking about

the ghosts, but I don't feel much of anything when I step across the threshold except

jealousy, because Tommy took my best friend's hand and not mine. Tommy is all

chiseled cheekbones and straight teeth. He's eighteen, four years older than Maria and

me. His roommate Philip pats me on the back and smiles, his braces glinting. Philip

takes my hand, but his fingers remind me of cold, dead fish. That's all I feel in this

room.

Tommy points to the white paint that he says covers old, striped wallpaper.

Then he guides Maria to the bed, and they sit down. The mattress springs squeak

beneath their weight. "What do you think, babe?"

She shrugs and pops a bubble with her grape gum. She pouts her lips, and I

hate her suddenly, but only for a second. "Looks like a bedroom to me, is all. No

biggie."

Tommy pats the bed. "I asked the landlord which room they used to perform

the actual procedures in. He told me this one." He pats the bed again. "And he told

me they set the gurney right here. And I was like, fuck it, I have to make sure my bed

sits on this exact spot."

Maria chews on her perfect lips. Her dark hairwhich hangs halfway down

her backflows over her shoulders in waves. Tomorrow most of it will be gone,
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snipped off at the Good Hair Day Salon, along with my own dark hair, so we can

donate it to Locks of Love. "Why would you want to do that?" Maria says. "It's kind

of creepy."

Philip grips my hand a little tighter, and I want to slap him. He's too skinny

and has too many freckles and he's not nearly as handsome as Tommy. My hair is just

as long as Maria'sit hangs six inches below my shoulder bladesand I try to hide

my face behind it for maybe the last time ever, so he can't see the disappointment in

my eyes. I want him to have bigger biceps, a more daring smile. I want warm hands

instead of dead fish.

Tommy squeezes Maria's thigh. "It's for the dreams, babe. It's total feng

shui. I figure with my bed right here I'll have really crazy visions. Fetuses floating

through the sky, doctors holding coat hangers or some shit. A mother or two strapped

down onto the gurney in those stirrups. Lots of dreams with blood in 'em. It's good

inspiration. For my writing."

I ask, "You're a writer?"

Tommy narrows his eyes at me. "Yeah, that's right, Amanda. I already told

you that." Which he hadn't, but I'm not in the mood to correct him. He shakes his

head, pulls a joint from his shirt pocket, and lights up with a purple lighter that has a

nick in the bottom corner, as if he chewed on it during a particularly nasty nicotine fit.

He takes a hit and passes the joint to Maria, who hits it and passes it to Philip, who

hits it and passes it to me. We get stoned, and Philip and I stand the entire time.

Philip fidgets, but I don't want to sit on that bed. Women bled there; some of the

blood must have seeped down into the same spot on the floor; over timeno matter



how hard the nightshift janitors tried to clean it up with mops and rags and brushes

some of those blood particles coagulated like spoiled milk in the cracks of the

floorboards.

Tommy gropes Maria's breasts and kisses her, using his tongue. Philip doesn't

make a move on me, and I'm grateful. We awkwardly watch the other two, and I

imagine Tommy on top of me, and we don't have our clothes on, and he's grinding his

skin against mine, like my father must have done with my mother before he skipped

town, like I've seen in the movies. But I don't really look like I belong in the movies.

I have crooked teeth, like Philip, and I'm pale in the cheeks. I'm overweight, too, by

forty pounds, according to the beauty standards set by Cosmo. I weigh myself on my

mom's scale every Monday morning; I pull the scale out from under her bed, after

she's left for work; she doesn't think I know it's there.

Maria is beautiful, has been since that summer we were ten and she came back

home. The summer no one talks about when she was kidnapped for four days. She

came back all bruised and bloody, and because of it ended up looking prettier than I

ever will. She used to be heavy like me, but within weeks of Adam Adamsher

abductordropping her off on the front steps of her house she lost the weight, started

playing 1'11-show-you-mine-if-you-show-me-yours with boys in the neighborhood,

and wasn't afraid to smile widely at grown men on the street, in grocery stores, from

the passenger seat of her mother's car when parked at stoplights. Maria's breasts are

developing faster than mine, and she's got a tiny waist, and she always paints her nails

pretty colors, and she never bites them. Mine are chewed down to the cuticles, and

sometimes I gnaw on those, too. I wear baggy sweaters and jeans year-round while
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she wears skirts and silky blouses. We start at West High School in the fall, and I

decide right then and there I will go on a diet and buy a brand-new wardrobe by the

end of August, over two months from now.

"Do you want to see the rest of the apartment?" Philip asks. Tommy had been

so anxious to show us his bedroomwell, Maria anywayhe didn't bother with the

rest.

I nod, the marijuana high tickling my brain and making my fingers tingle in

bigger waves. I hope the waves will wash me into calmness like they usually do.

"We're not going to see any of the ghosts, right? I mean, have you two actually seen

them?" I don't like ghosts. You can't grab onto them. But even though your fingers

slip right through their bodies, I've watched enough late-night television specials on

the Discovery Channel to know that restless spirits stick around to haunt and torture

innocent people like me. They can burrow into your skin and possess you and make

you do evil things.

Mom hasn't taken me to church a day in my lifeshe and Dad had always

prided themselves on being atheistsbut once my father asked me to come outside

with him when I was in third grade, and he said to me, "You know, Mandy, I don't

believe in God like your crazy Grandma Anne, but that doesn't mean there aren't

wicked forces at work in the world." We stood out on the front lawn of our house on

Singer Avenue, and my father pointed to the shingles of the roof, to the branches of

the sycamore trees, to our mailbox by the side of the road. It was a cloudy day, but the

clouds lit up his face somehow, made him look less gray instead of more so. He and

Mom had been arguing insideI heard the name "Louise" mentioned, the word
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"midnight," the slam of a hand on a door or table. "Energy collects, both good and

bad energy. It hides in places where you least expect it to attack. One day you'll be

fixing the roof or climbing a tree or checking to see if you've received a letter from

your best friend, and something invisible will crawl over you, like a spider with a

million legs instead of eight." He stopped pointing at things. I took his hand and

squeezed it and asked why we feel that energy. He shuddered and said, "Someone you

love has just died, or someone is thinking something unpleasant about you, or you just

had a bad thought about someone else and that thought is catching up with you to

remind you that you're not perfect either." I wondered if the clouds were lighting up

my face the same way, and I let go of his hand to touch my cheeks, but I didn't feel

anything except my chubby baby fat.

Philip smiles, almost sweetly, and I like his face a lot better when the lines

around his eyes crinkle up like that. He looks a little more handsome than when we'd

met the two boys earlier that night, out at James Madison Park, on the swing set.

Maria and I like to go to the park and swing high into the sky, kicking our heels and

trying to tear the clouds with our toes, but instead of tearing clouds today we talked to

boys. Tommy told us he and Philip just moved to Madison from somewhere "tiny and

far away" because the state capitol building is the second largest in the country next to

the one in Washington DC. DC has a higher crime rate, though, and he didn't want to

get busted there for "something as simple selling drugs, where you still end up in a cell

with pedophiles, thieves, and self-making tattoo artists who use razor blades on

themselves." He said he likes state capitols because, when you're stoned, there's

nothing quite like walking up to the roof and walking along the landing and staring out
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windows but not others, and he gets to imagine what people are thinking as they stare

outside or take naps or eat lunch or fight with their spouses. Other people outside their

homes mow lawns, honk horns, and spill coffee on the sidewalks from flimsy paper

cups, but they never know Tommy's watching them, dissecting them, from his place

in the sky.

Philip leads me through the rest of the apartment. He points out the hidden

back entrance, where women could come in if they wanted to avoid the front door. He

directs me into the living room, which used to be the waiting room, and he tells me the

desk where their computer sits used to be the receptionist's desk. The black-and-white

striped wallpaper isn't covered up by paint here; it reminds me of prison clothes. The

place, Philip says, had been abandoned since the early '80's. I try to imagine those

women waiting here, long before I was born, alone or with husbands or boyfriends or

strangers, flipping magazine pages and glancing nervously at the clock.

"Why would anyone buy this place and turn it into an apartment?" I ask

quietly, waiting for the pot to kick up a notch so I stop trembling.

He shrugs. "They knew some fuck-ups like Tommy and me would snatch it up

in a second." I assume he means they're fuck-ups because Tommy sells pot for a

living and Philip works at Papa's, a pizza joint downtown, rolling dough and slicing

pepperoni instead of going to college and getting good grades to impress his parents.

"Let me show you my bedroom."
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His room's the smallest in the apartment. It's way too narrow. He's a

gentleman and leans against the wall with his arms folded while I take the edge of the

mattress. I pick at the worn green comforter. "What did they use this room for?"

"This was the medicine storage closet. They kept the syringes here, the

anesthetics, the saline." He pops out a few scientific words, words like

"prostaglandin," but most of them slip by me and I wonder why he knows those words

in the first place if he makes pizzas for a living. It's almost as if a ghost has slithered

between his lips and gotten caught in his braces and is working his jaw for him. "The

nurses got their trays of goodies all set up here so the girls didn't have to watch."

The walls sway a bit, as if ghosts really do roam the corridors, but then again

I'm stoned. "Kiss me," I say, not knowing why.

"Okay." He uncrosses his arms and moves to the bed and sits next to me. He

leans in and shoves his lips against mine, but his braces cut me, and I bleed just the

tiniest bit in my first-ever kiss. I taste copper and salt. He darts his tongue into my

mouth, and I can't help but think of minnows in shallow pools, seeking safety. I'm

kissing a fish. His hands are still cold. I kiss him anyway and close my eyes and

pretend it's Tommy. I push my chest against his.

Tommy had gripped the pole near Maria's swing just two hours before and

looked her in the eyes and told her that she looked pretty in the June sunset and he and

Philip would get us both high if we wanted. He must have taken one look at Maria's

breasts and figured that anyone with a shirt that tight and dangerous must also be into

dangerous things like illegal drugs. Tommy then looked at me and said, "Stop biting

your nails. You should be doing something else with those hands, like holding a
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mom wouldn't go crazy wondering where I was.

Maria and I had scammed pot before from boys at Cherokee Heights Middle

School, but it wasn't like this, at nighttime. She'd trade French kisses for a joint on

the west side of the brick schoolhouse, by the wire fence, and I'd watch, braiding and

unbraiding my hair, kicking at pebbles. I'd pay for my half of the joint by treating

Maria to a Diet Coke and French fries at the McDonald's down the road from

Cherokee Heights. But tonight is different, see. Maria and I aren't in junior high

anymore, so I don't have an excuse to not kiss a boy. We're cutting our hair tomorrow

and who knows what we'll look like then. And, most importantly, Tommy and Philip

approached us in the park, the same park where Adam Adams kidnapped Maria, so

this must be a karma thing, an energy thing like my dad told me about, only it will be

about good energy because we can take some of that wickedness from four years ago

and twist it inside out, like we're exposing cancerous organs. I'm not worried that

Maria volunteered us to go with the boys because she must be thinking the same thing,

right? She's looking out for herself, and for me, isn't she? This way we don't have to

worry about Evil sneaking up on us from rooftops and treetops and mailboxes.

A few minutes after we start kissing, Philip throws his legs over mine and

works his hands under my sweater, fiddling with my bra. I lie still and pretend I'm

listening to an orchestra, because in movies the make-out scenes are choreographed

like the lovers are dancers trapped inside the swell of violins and pianos and flutes.

I start to hum a movie soundtrack I can't remember the name ofPhilip

doesn't comment on this, probably because his tongue's in my mouthbut then I hear
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"You ready, Amanda?" She looks me up and down, then smirks.

I slide away from Philip, wondering how far Maria got with Tommy. Maybe

he actually took her bra off, slipped it down far enough to see her nipples. "Whenever

you are."

Tommy lets us out the back door, and I don't know if it's because he's

ashamed we're fourteen or because he wants us to know what it felt like for all those

women, for all those teenage girls. I can see the bulge in his jeans; I want to reach out

and touch him and feel if he'd stay hard for me like he would for Maria. An article in

Cosmo once said that if a man stays erect for more than a minute after having sex with

you, it means he really loves you. Erections are weird, though, and come in stages, so

love must come in stages too. Tommy's wearing a belt with a golden eagle for a

buckle. The eagle reminds me of my father, but I'm not sure why. My father wears

plain, boring black belts that are appropriate for his business suits. He's vice president

of an insurance company in Chicago now. I don't know much about the job except

that he takes clients out to expensive dinners, drives company cars, has two

secretaries, and his corner office faces Lake Michigan.

"Call me," Tommy says to Maria, thumb and pinkie finger near his ear. "For,

you know, whatever."

"Thanks, Tommy." She giggles and takes my hand, and they're left staring at

the backs of our heads, at our long hair, before we disappear into the night. The stars

are out, carving holes into the atmosphere. Maria pats her cleavage. "I got us an

eighth. It was worth going into that shit hole."
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I tilt my head. "Wait, you did that all to score some weed?" I feel the good

energy slipping away; tonight was supposed to be different. We're on the sidewalk

now, jogging quickly up the street toward the stoplight. It's nine-twenty, and I can't

be late or Mom will ground me for a week. I wish I didn't have a curfew, like Maria.

The only rule her parents enforce is that she isn't allowed to go to James Madison

Park, especially after dusk. They're afraid that Adam Adamsstill on the loose, still

wanted by the authoritieswill show up there one day and see Maria, more grownup,

more not-a-girl, and he won't be able to resist luring her into his car again. Maria

always tells me it's her favorite park and she'll go where she damn well pleases,

especially after dusk.

She rolls her eyes at me now, which she does at least every other hour. "It's

hashish, Amanda, the good stuff. Come on, do you really think I wanted to hear about

floating fetuses? Feng shui? Please."

I don't answer, hoping that she's lying to me and she'll burst out laughing and

say, "I'm so happy that you finally kissed a boy, Amanda. You let him touch your

body. Good for you. That's the real reason I let us go into that apartment." But she

doesn't laugh or take back her words. She got to kiss Tommy, to run her hands

through his thick and wavy hair, and she did it for the drugs. I would have done it for

the kisses, for the promise that he'd call me tomorrow and make sure I'm okay after I

get all my hair cut off.

Maria drops me off at the steps of my apartment building on Wooddale Street,

and tells me she'll see me tomorrow for "The Big Day." I live in a cement block, with

barely any windows and lots of spiders, about three miles from Maria's house in
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Shorewood, one of the most expensive areas in Madison. She always walks home

alone after we say goodbye to one another. Mr. Peters, her father, gives her crisp five-

dollar bills that she's supposed to keep in her back pocketseparate from the rest of

her allowanceso she can call a taxi from my apartment. But Maria spends the

money on usfor candy bars, matinee movie tickets, anything not a taxiand tells

her parents she has the driver drop her off at the end of their block. "This way," she

must say to them, "our neighbors won't see the taxi pull up in front of our house and

think, 'It's that kidnapped girl. That poor, poor Peters family. What a tragedy.'

They'll just see me walk up to our house, and they'll think, 'It's that Peters girl. Look,

she's walking by herself. Everybody's healed now. We can all put things behind

us." So Maria walks home alone, and Jane Peters watches from the windows to make

sure her daughter arrives safely, and no one ever questions why Maria suddenly

appears out of the dark, from the shadows of the sidewalk, without supervision.

Before Maria leaves me tonight, we perform our ritual of chewing gum to

cover up the smell of marijuana on our breaththis is the only time of day I like gum,

I prefer chocolate, jelly beans, anything digestibleand then she pulls out her tiny vial

of Oasis Perfume from her pocket. She first sprays her hair and clothes, then my hair

and clothes. With short hair, at least, Maria won't have to spend so much money on

Oasis.

She hesitates after our ritual, then reaches out and runs her hand through my

hair, looping it over my right ear. "I'll miss this," she says, smiling at me then

sighing. I know she means my hair, and her hair, but maybe she means a couple other
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things as well, like junior high and simple ways of scamming pot, kissing boys on the

side of the schoolhouse instead of in scary apartments. "Sweet dreams, Amanda."

She doesn't wait for me to wish her the same, but lowers her hand and turns

around and slowly disappears into the shadows, around the corner, out of sight. "I'll

miss this, too," I say to no one in particular. I calculateat lightning speed, like a

detective with all his cluesthe turns she'll have to make to find her way home, the

streets she'll have to cross. Maria will follow Gorham all the way down to State

Street, which curves right and connects to Langdon Street. She'll pass the University

of Wisconsin's campus buildings and the lane of fraternity and sorority houses, which

all look a hundred times better kept than my apartment building. She'll pass the bars

advertising, in humming neon signs, beer specials and free entry for women. Langdon

Street will connect with Park Street and then University Drive, and she'll turn right

again, walking for over a mile, past a group of gas stations and the outside strip mall

which houses a Famous Footwear, Borders Bookstore, King Dragon Chinese

restaurant, and Panera Bread Company. University meets Shorewood near her gated

community's pooi house and golf course. I don't know if Maria walks around the golf

course or through it, but I imagine she likes to cross the grass, maybe through the

dunes of sand, pausing to rest against a tree or two and stare up at the moon. Her

road-to-home map finishes flashing through mebright, illuminated, a solved

mysteryand I nod to no one in particular, too. I never know, until the next day when

she calls me, if Maria made it back safely.

I turn around and look up at my apartment's fourth floor living room window,

which is almost completely dark, save for the flickering light from our television
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screen. The apartment is what Mom's been able to afford since Dad took off four

years ago. He doesn't call me anymore, but he still sends birthday and Christmas

cards with ten dollar bills tucked in them. The envelopes always smell like lilacs,

traces of perfume that Louise wears. Louise is only ten years older than me, but

twenty years younger than Mom. She's a redhead, and gorgeous, but I would never

admit that to Mom because Louise is the woman my dad left my mom for.

I knew this way before Mom actually told me. The day my father officially

moved out of our home on Singer Avenue, he winked at me by the front door and

leaned down and said, "Remember what I said about energy. No matter what your

mother may tell you, I'm not wicked. Never forget that." He pecked me on the cheek,

tugged on my hair, and stood upright. Then he closed the front door behind him

without hesitating and drove away in his Jetta. Mom poked her head out of the living

room and beckoned me inside with a nod. Her eyes were red like the Devil's eyes but

she didn't cry, at least in front of me. Instead, she sat me down on the couch and

curled her legs up beneath her and said, "Louise is a whore, Amanda,, she's a husband-

stealing whore." I thought, but didn't say, "I know, you've been yelling her name for

months now in the middle of the night in this house." I used to roll the word "house"

around in my mouth; it can be such a big or little word; it can sometimes not be a word

at all if you can't afford one anymore. I still keep my father's cards in a music box in

the back of my closet, underneath my sweaters. He gave me the music box when I

turned six, and when you open it a ballerina dressed in a white tutu dances on tiptoes.

The music stopped playing long ago, but she still dances.
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Inside, Mom's sleeping on the couch, and I tuck the quilt that Grandma Anne

made around her. She's snoring, as usual, and her big hoop earrings are sitting on the

cocktail table. She must have just finished watching one of her favorite cable shows

about forensic investigators, who collect hair and fingernail and blood samples to

solve crimes. Right now, the television is airing a commercial that's promoting a new

brand of non-aerosol hairspray called EarthHair. The commercial doesn't do me

much good because, after tomorrow, I might not needing hairspray for quite a while.

I crouch by Mom's side, and watch her dream. I cup my hands above her

mouth and feel her warm breath against my palms. I go into the kitchen and check the

refrigerator, but the Smirnoff vodka bottle sits where it had been before I left, and it's

still three quarters full. Either Mom knows I check its placement every day and she

tops it off with water, or she's been better at not drinking after work. She's been a

telemarketer for a cable company since Dad left, a job that I would hate, but she says

she's used to it. She says she's used to people hanging up on her, and I want to groan

when she hits me with all that grownup stuff. Mom likes to feel sorry for herself. If

she just lost thirty pounds and started fixing her makeup, she'd have a date now and

then. Then again, who am I to talk? I need to lose ten pounds more than her and take

a few beauty tips from Cosmo.

But I've already thrown away the current issue. Jane has had a subscription

for four years, and as soon as Maria is finished flipping through the magazine, she

gives it to me with her mother's permission. I read it in privateMaria and I never

check up on beauty tips togetherand I stash it beneath my mattress until I'm done.

Then I rip off the cover and stuff it alongside the magazine into the bottom of the
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kitchen garbage can, beneath fast food wrappings or microwave dinner boxes or

whatever, where Mom won't find it. See, with Mom working at CommuniCentral, we

get every cable channel for freeexcept for Playboy and Cinemax, both of which she

had "V-chipped" on our television. She said programs on those types of stations are

for men who treat women like juicy steaks instead of human beings, and that there's

more to life than tummy tucks and collagen injections. She thinks magazines like

Cosmo aren't much better, but she's wrong. These magazines are geared toward

women, their needs, how they should look and act. The writers really understand me.

I head into my room, kick off my shoes, and curl onto my bed beneath my

comforter, with my arms wrapped around my legs. I'm half sober now, so the air feels

more fuzzy, less safe. The THC in the marijuana isn't tickling me like it was earlier. I

stare at the posters on my walls. Sarah McLachlan and Tori Amos and Joni

MitchellMom's favorite, she keeps a crate of her albums in the living roomstare

at me from wrinkled corners. I fall asleep with my clothes on and my window open.

The locusts perform orchestras outside that are much more peaceful than movie make-

out scene orchestras. The locusts arrived just this week. Mr. Jacobs, my eighth grade

science teacher at Cherokee Heights, told the class this past December that they only

come around every seventeen years; we should pay special attention to their place in

nature. "The next time they show up," he said, "you'll all be grownups, you might be

married, you might be telling your own children about locusts' seventeen-year

hibernation." They lull me to sleep, and they keep me safe. I don't dream about

unborn babies or nurses filling syringes. I dream about my dad. He's tickling me and

we're licking lollipops and shopping in West Towne Mall. He buys me pretty skirts
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and ice cream in the food court. He buys a diamond ring, but I'm not sure if he gives

it to me or not. He whispers in my ear, but I can't hear what he says.

(Two)

Maria and her mom pick us up the next morning at eight o'clock sharp.

Mom's dressed in her work clothes, even though she doesn't have to be to

CommuniCentral until eleven. She probably wants to impress Jane with her high

heels. We slip into the backseat of the Beamer. Jane's wearing diamond earrings that

look like the diamonds from my dream.

"You excited, Mandy?" Jane asks me. She's the only person besides my father

who's ever called me Mandy, but I don't mind because it makes me feel like her

second daughter. Jane is tall and thin, and by the way she confidently holds her

shoulders and spine straight you can tell she's never had to take advice from Cosmo,

even though she has a subscription. She could be one of the models, or one of the

writers giving guidance to the rest of us. "You and Maria are doing such a good thing!

And it's the perfect time of year for it. You get to help those kids, and get rid of all

those sweaty curls at the same time! It's going to be fabulous!" Sometimes Jane talks

like she belongs on Lifestyles of the Rich & Famous. She speaks in exclamation

points at least fifty percent of the time. Really, though, she's only one of the Upper

Middle Class & Not That Well Known. But being upper middle class and having a

criminal defense attorney for a husband doesn't hurt. Not at all, in my opinion.

"I'm not sure what it's going to feel like," I say. Maria and I got our hair cut

for the first time on the same day seven years ago, and we've kept it at this same

length ever since. But then George Patimkin, a boy in our class, died from leukemia
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six months ago. We attended the wake, and all I remember are the roses. They

flooded the funeral parlor, suffocated the casket. I kept searching for their thorns, but

Mr. and Mrs. Patimkin must have ordered the thorniess kind because I didn't find a

single one. Maria and I walked up to him together, and our mothers held our hands.

He held a single red rose; it rested over his heart. I wondered if Maria was thinking

about four years before that, how she could have been the one who ended up in a

coffin if things had turned out differently. But like I said, we don't really talk about

that. No one in town does anymore. It's like it never happened, even though the

public library used to have dozens of articles on the investigation led by Detective

Jamison, the kind officer with the Santa Claus-like white hair and beard. I've never

seen him in personjust in newspaper photographsbut according to Maria he walks

with a limp and always wears a black cap and trench coat. Whenever he saw Maria,

for official questioning or by coincidence out in public in the following weeks and

months and years, she told me he stroked her hair and gently said, "We're going to

find that bad man, Little Miss, we're going to make sure he never again sees the light

of day."

A few days after George Patimkin's funeral, Jane suggested that Maria and I

give our hair to Locks of Love for children with "conditions" like alopecia areata.

I've rolled those two words around repeatedly in my mouth"alopecia" and

"areata"but I still can't pronounce them correctly, and I'm not even really sure what

they mean. It took me two days to say yes to Jane's idea. I don't like much about my

body, but I like my hair. It keeps everyone away; I can disappear behind it and refuse

to show my eyes. Mom prodded and prodded me: "It's a wonderful idea, Amanda, it's
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time for a change, anyway. You start high school in September." I said yes but asked

that we wait until summer. There are kids out there wearing baseball caps to cover

their patchy or bare skulls, kids with alopecia areata or cancer, kids going through

chemotherapy, kids with dying bones. But I'm a kid too, aren't I? And Dad always

loved my hair and called me his princess and I still have some of those pictures of him

holding me and burying his smiling face into my scalp.

"You two will look stunning!" Jane continues. "All the boys will just adore

you! Isn't that right, Maria? Don't you think the boys will just adore you and

Mandy?"

Maria smirks at her mom and pops her gum.

I rake my hands through my hair, then tug it over both eyes to block my view

of everyone else for a few seconds. Some other girl might need to hide behind this

someday, I tell myself This way I'm helping her, making her feel less alone,

connecting me to her happy memories of her own father. I swipe it back over my ears

and look at my mom.

She doesn't talk much on the ride to the Good Hair Day Salon. She mumbles

silly things now and then like: "Look, that person's headlight is busted" and "I still

can't figure out why they haven't put a stoplight at this intersection" as she squirms on

the sticky leather. Maybe she's thinking about my dad too, how much he always

loved my hair. Maybe she doesn't want me to cut it as much as she pretends to. Or

maybe she's just sick of Jane speaking in exclamation points. Who knows.

At the salon, a receptionist shuffles Maria and me into cushioned seats in front

of those long mirrors where you can see your whole body underneath the lights. She
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hands me a book that's filled with sexy short haircuts for the modern day woman;

we're supposed to pick styles that start and end below the ears but above the chin, so

Locks of Love gets their full ten inches. For once, Maria and I are taking beauty tips

together, so when I hand her the book I point to a feathered look on a skinny teenager

on page 24. But Maria skims the book from beginning to end, then shakes her head.

She holds the book up to me and points to a more chopped, windblown haircut on

page 52. The model's not as skinny as the page 24 model, but she has fuller lips and

lighter eyebrows that look penciled in. Her teeth are straighter, and whiter. She's

older, too, at least thirty, and her hair hangs in a 1950's-style bob that accentuates her

cheekbones. I sigh. Maria takes this as a "yes" and folds the corner of the page, then

slaps the book shut and sets it up on the counter in front of her.

Meanwhile, Mom and Jane sit on the couches by the windows, and Jane flips

through the fashion magazines while Mom reads a worn paperback novel that she

plucks from her purse. In the mirrors, I catch Mom glancing nervously at the clock

once in a while, then looking back down at her book. She's reading Stephen King, I

think. Mom loves mysteries and stories about murder. Probably because she wanted

to kill Dad. She told me she used to pretend she was smothering him with pillows or

stabbing him with large butcher knives. I don't know if it's normal to have those

thoughts, let alone tell your daughter about them, but Mom doesn't hold back. It's

usually after a glass or two of a vodka tonic, and the words spill out like puzzle pieces.

She's been confessing her past fantasies to me for about a year now. Only three weeks

ago, after we'd returned home from my eighth grade graduation ceremony, she told

me that on the day he moved out she envisioned hanging him upside down by his toes
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from the laundry line and forcing him to eat detergent, the powdered kind. I love my

mother, but she's a strange one, that's for sure.

Mom looks almost pretty sitting there on the couch. She curled her hair this

morning, and fixed her makeup. She even ironed her blouse. The light from outside

slices through a shadow and hits her face just right, and for that moment she's prettier

than Jane or even Louise, my father's girlfriend. For that moment, she looks perfect.

Then the stylistKarentells me to sit up straight and look at my reflection

as she puts a smock on me. Karen's wearing a tee shirt with a cartoon parrot on it, and

she tells me she has to wear latex gloves because she's allergic to a chemical in the

shampoo. I want to ask her why she went into this profession if she has to wear those

gloves all the time, but I pretend to look at myself in the mirror instead. Really, I'm

staring at my chin. My eyes scare me sometimes; they're so dark, almost black, like

dolls' eyes or dead things.

"Are you sure you want to go through with this?" Karen asks after a chunk of

silence where she ties my hair into a ponytail, then braids it, her gloves making

squeaking noises when her fingers rub against one another. The Locks of Love

brochure said our hair stays drier if braided, and we won't have to wait so long before

mailing it down to their headquarters in Florida. Besides, hair lengthens when wet, the

brochure said, and we shouldn't have to chop off any more than necessary. I'm

chopping off too much already, it seems.

"I'm sure," I say. I stop chewing on my cuticles and add, in a whisper, "Just

make sure I'm a page 24, not a page 52." I flinch after saying this, and blink a few

times. It's almost as if the same ghost that made Philip say "prostaglandin" and those
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other scientific words has escaped his apartment, found me in this salon, and slithered

into my jaw. This ghost understands about my dad, what I'm losing here in this

mirror. Karen nods quickly, as if she knows all the page numbers and all the models'

faces and page 24 is her favorite too.

I don't think Maria hears my betrayal because when I look up at her in the next

chair, getting her hair braided by Todd, she winks. When she winks at me that way I

know how important I am to her. I was the first person she called, after all. I saw the

bruises first, after her parents and the doctors and Detective Jamison, anyway.

Maria and I had gone into her bedroom and closed the door when her parents

allowed her to see me, three days after her return. Maria didn't want to come over to

my home because she was sick of the reporters following her around, and she didn't

want them to know where I lived. We lay on her mattress. She didn't pull up her

sleeves or pants' legs for almost an hour. I wrapped my arms around her, and she

shuddered inside them, and I promised her I'd never let go. She was still overweight

then, and when our cheeks touched that day I pretended we were cherubs, fat little

things that had wings and harps and bows and arrows that we could use as weapons

against anyone who tried to hurt us. "Hush," I said, "I love you." And she backed out

of my arms and pulled up her sleeves, showing me the places where her blood vessels

had burst from the man's punches, forming weird shapes like continents and stockings

hanging on mantels at Christmastime.

"This is my fault," I wanted to say, "you should hit me and give me bruises

too," but I didn't say anything, just listened to her whispered word-snippets

"testing," "profile," "damage," "home," "Ivan," "need." Inside I was getting heavier,
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sucking some of her weight into me, it seemed. See, we were supposed to meet at her

house, so Jane could take us to James Madison Park for the afternoon, but I'd

forgotten about our plans. Maria sneaked out while Jane napped, and went to the park

by herself I was sitting in a lawyer's office with my mother. My father hadn't left

yetthat would come over two weeks later, just one week after Maria and I hugged

there on her bedbut Mom had found the traces of lipstick on the collar of one of

Dad's crisp white button-up shirts. She'd been smelling the lilacs for months. She

told me he wasn't touching her anymore. She wanted to explore her options. The

lawyer's office smelled like peppermints and bleach. The lawyer smelled like laundry

detergent and expensive cologne behind his large oak desk. Mom was crying in the

leather seat next to me, and I held a wad of tissues in my hand, offering them one by

one to her. Maria whispered more and more words to me on her bed, trying to tell me

the story, but I only heard "DNA," "semen," "hurt," "investigation," "Jamison," that

name "Ivan" again. Because I could only focus on my guilt, most of the story slipped

right through me, like I was transparent, and maybe she's always known this because

she's never told it to me again. And I've never asked.

Still, the bruises haunted me, made me want to know what kind of friend I

should have been that July 11th When Maria was on vacation with Jane and her dad

in the fall of sixth grade, I finally worked up the courage to find out. I rode the

number 5 bus downtown to the library and hid myself in the shadows of the stacks to

read more about the bruises. I read the headlines on the yellowed, crispy

newspapers"Missing Girl Found," "Peters Girl Speaks Out," "Kidnapper in Peters

Case Still at Large"and laid out the facts in my memory, trying to catalogue them,
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give them some Dewey decimal-like order. Maria had been abducted sometime

around 11:00 a.m., the papers said. There were no witnesses to the crime, but two

mothers in the park had seen a blue sedan circling the park every fifteen minutes for

the hour prior to the abduction. They did not get a look at the manor woman

inside, or any part of the license plate number. Maria was returned to her home on the

morning of July 15th at approximately 9:30 a.m. Jane returned from posting "Missing

Girl" posters at the mall to find Maria on the front steps of their house; the front door

was locked. Maria's blouse and skirt were torn up, her skin bruised, scratched,

bleeding. Maria told investigators that her kidnapper's name was Adam Adamshe'd

confessed this before shoving her from his car. She described him as middle-aged,

approximately six feet tall, with gray hair and gray eyes, thin, she said, too thin, a

skeleton.

I didn't make it much further than that in my research; I could only bring

myself to skim the rest of the articles. They reported that Maria had been "sexually

assaulted." Repeatedly. She'd been bound and gagged with duct tape, tied to a bed,

and blindfolded on the way in and out of the man's bedroom and adjoining bathroom,

so she could not give authorities an exact location to pinpoint. She remembered being

in the man's car for at least two hours, both on the way there then back again. Adam

Adams did not feed her for four days, he starved her, made her lose some of that

weight, started to make her feel pretty. And now he was gone. Gone. Gone. Gone.

Detective Jamison didn't have any leads; no felon's profile in the computer database

matched up with Maria's sketch of Adam Adams. By that point, I didn't want to read

about Maria anymore, about how much attention she got after her mother found her,
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shivering. I ripped the pages of the newspapers into strips, slowly, so no one would

hear me, then hid them underneath a shelf filled with encyclopedias.

I hear another ripa snip, snip soundand I snap myself back to the Good

Hair Day Salon, reminding myself I'm not at the library. I blink up at Karen in the

mirror as the scissors slice across my braid. There are no encyclopedias to hide my

hair under, however, everything's exposed in the mirrors. Karen's gloves still squeak

as she carves me a new identity. Then she's carving air, all finished. She moves to

the side of the chair and holds up my braid, my lost limb.

"Walla!" she says, too enthusiastically for my taste. "The full ten inches." I

wince at the braid, then at my reflection. I look too flat, undefined, in need of some

feathering, not to mention a joint or three to take off the edge. I'm ugly and boring

and forgettable. My neck feels naked, and I squirm a little.

Todd is showing Maria her braid, swinging it back and forth. I was too

focused on the sound of my own disappearing to see or hear hers vanish. Maria

doesn't look my way, maybe because I'm being selfish. Todd sets her braid on the

counter, picks up the book, and asks what style she wants. Maria mentions page 52.

He nods; he has everything memorized too. I decide not to look at Maria, or Mom or

Jane, until we're finished, until I can't take my style back.

"Can we hurry up?" I whisper, as Karen sets my braid next to Maria's. "Let's

get this taken care of"

Karen raises an eyebrow and clucks her tongue, but then salutes me.

Maybe Karen and Todd don't realize we're only fourteen, because they talk

about sex and relationships as they shampoo then style our hair. Apparently, Todd's
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boyfriend, Rick, just cheated on him and Todd got back at him by throwing Rick's

favorite antique clock out their bedroom window so that it smashed on the street two

stories below. Todd's hothis cheekbones are to die for, and you could easily sail

into his blue ocean eyes and get lost forever. If Todd weren't gay, and maybe ten

years younger, I might've asked him out. But I've never asked anyone out, and

straight boys as good-looking as Todd don't usually like girls like me. They like the

Marias of the world. I get stuck with the Philips.

Todd's pissed because the sex was great, but now he and Rick are breaking up.

It's an issue of respect.

"You can do better," says Karen. "He was an asshole, if you ask me."

"Have you always felt that way?"

"Nah, I'm just trying to make you feel better."

"Rick and his dick. I'll miss both of them, believe you me."

"There are plenty of dicks in the ocean."

"Isn't that fish?" I ask, and Karen drops her jaw at me, the scissors going still

in her hand. Todd chuckles and gives me the thumbs up.

"Whatever," Karen says as she resumes fixing my hair. "Rick turned out to be

a dick, and it doesn't matter how many orgasms he gave you because it ain't worth the

torment."

I can't help but glance in the mirror at Mom and Jane, but they're on the other

side of the room and can't hear what Karen and Todd are saying. I bite my lip, then

turn just the tiniest bit so I catch a glimpse of Maria's reflection. She's turned so she

can see me, too. Her bob is making her look more housewife-y, just a tad less like
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someone boys would want to kiss. She frowns at me, and I'm not sure if it's because

she can read my mind or she hates her new haircut or she notices that I'm not getting a

bob, too.

Back when Maria and I were seven, we got those first haircuts together

because my father showed us how to ride our bicycles. Mr. Peters was too busy with

his clients and cases to help out. We'd both gotten the bikes for Christmas, and it was

excruciating to wait for the winter snows to melt, for the piles of slush and ice to

disappear off the sidewalks. Maria and I had insisted on the color pink, and Jane

bought us rainbow-colored tassels to hang from the handlebars once springtime

arrived. My parents still owned the beige-colored stucco house on Singer Avenue

then, on the east side of town and even further away from Maria than I am now in my

apartment. We had a double-garage, two full bathrooms, and three bedrooms. The

kitchen window looked out over a small garden that went untended, weeds tangled

together as they rose toward the sun. I don't walk by that house anymore. I don't

even know who lives there, but I sometimes picture a little girl, waiting for her father

to come home from work. He comes home later and later every night, and then she

can't sleep because he and her mother are arguing downstairs, and she shoves the

pillow down over her face, over her ears and nose, trying to block out angry words,

accusations, a faint smell of something flowery.

When he taught us how to ride our bikes, my dad placed one hand on the seat

and one on the handle as we took turns, and then he'd jog with us a little bit. On my

turns I would sneak quick glances at his handsome profilehe had that large Adam's

apple I loved to tickle, and gray had started to pepper his black hair, and his nose was
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just the slightest bit crooked because he'd missed catching a league ball as a child and

it had hit his face dead-onand he'd whisper to me, "That's it, Mandy, you've got it,

my girl"and he sounded so safe, so familiar. I hated when it was Maria's turn and

he'd leave me waiting on the sidewalk in front of our house. I'd watch as he guided

her further and further away down the path. One day, though, the winds blew strong

and Maria's hair whipped in front of her face and she must not have been able to see,

because as soon as he let go of the bike she jerked the handle too far to the left and

toppled overher right leg got caught on the bar beneath the seatand she smacked

down onto her left knee and then knocked her head against the pavement. She started

crying, and my father hurriedly picked her up. "It's okay, Maria, don't cry, sweetie," I

clearly heard him say to her in his deep, syrupy voice even though I stood a couple

dozen yards from them. He soothed her like she was his daughter. And then he

jogged back to me, carrying her in his arms, and her knee was scraped and bleeding,

and there was a small gash in her forehead, and her dress was torn up a little. And

before I knew it our bicycle training days were over for that spring because we were at

the hospital and Maria was getting stitchesshe never got a scar, it's almost like she

willed it awayand I remember Jane standing in the waiting room, wearing some

expensive turquoise jacket that clashed against the white sterile walls. "That's it,"

she'd said, "it's time to get the girls' hair cut! This would never have happened if

we'd just gotten their hair cut!" And Jane made the appointment the next day.

Things only disappeared after that. After Maria was kidnapped and brought

back, my parents sat me down at the kitchen table and they each took one of my

hands, squeezing. My mom whispered, "Never talk to strangers, Amanda," and my
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Don't ever get into a stranger's car." And two weeks later he was gone to Chicago,

inviting me to visit less and less. Mom said this was a blessing in disguise, but I want

to remember his new home in Oak Park. Does the second floor have that red Turkish

throw rug I used to slide on in the hallway, or is that on the third floor? Is there even a

third floor? Is there even a second? Bookshelves are built right into the walls of the

study or the living room, but I can't remember where one room ends and another

begins, and for some reason I can't see any pictures on the walls anymore, anywhere,

only blank space, an empty lopsided frame now and then. And those bronze lions'

claws at the four corners of the antique porcelain bathtub, maybe they aren't from

lions at all, but from eagles, eagles like on Tommy's belt buckle. The sun porch opens

onto the backyard or the front street, and the bedrooms are right next to each other,

unless they're separated by the bathroom, yes, they must be eagles' talons after all

because Louise told me so. She perched on the closed toilet seat one day during one

of my last visits two years ago and held up that tube of maroon lipstick to get ready for

more housewife duties and asked in her raspy smoker's voice, "Eagles are more

majestic than lions, don't you think? Lions eat people. Eagles have wings, like

angels. Now be honest, does this shade match my dress?" But she's been fading

away recently into a fuzzy, beautiful pinpoint, just like their home. Their home has

crumpled like that failed origami swan I tried to make in art class last year, the brown

walls are splintering, the nails scattering to the floor of my brain. The home no longer

wants to show me the design that made it a home in the first place. And my dad gets

so blurry that I daydream I'm drowning in his yardI can see the sun porch now, it is
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in the backand I'm twisted in the garden hose on the grass as the rain keeps piercing

down and stabbing my mouth. Maybe my dad feels trapped in the rain sometimes,

too. Maybe the raindrops have torn into his face and scarred him. I don't know if I'd

even recognize him now. Maybe he'd be a stranger to me, and I'd pass him on the

street, and neither of us would understand that we'd once been part of a family.

Maybe I should always talk to strangers because one of them might be my father

someday, and then he'd remember that he used to love me once upon a time and he'd

pull me into his arms and never let go. That day in our kitchen stands out so much to

me, before Mom and I moved into the ugly, cramped apartment on Wooddale Street.

My parents' veins stood out on their hands. They gripped my hands tightly; we

formed an uneven circle around the table. Potpourri burned somewhere in the house, a

smell like a Midwestern forest on a crisp autunm day, and Dad was wearing a red-and-

black checkered flannel and Mom was still in her silk nightgown. She hadn't gained

too much worrying-about-everything weight yet, and she was almost half as pretty as

the women in the fashion magazines that Jane always reads. My father's hair was shot

through with gray streaks and he smiled at me, the lines going up around his eyes, and

he hadn't shaved and all I wanted to do was reach out and run my fingers along the

stubble. They didn't let go of my hands for almost a half-hour as they made me

promise that I'd always stay close to them, always stay their little girl. We were in

perfect focus.

Karen accidentally scrapes one of the scissor blades against my right ear. I

flinch and face forward again in the Good Hair Day Salon, avoiding the mirrors and

what I'm doing to myself. She doesn't draw blood or leave a mark.
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Karen says, "Go out with Marvin, Todd. He's had a crush on you for months."

"He's too quiet. I don't like the shy ones."

"But I heard he's, you know, not so quiet when you're alone, if you know what

I mean."

"Sex is weird, Karen dear," Todd says. "Not to go all Forrest Gump on you,

but sex is like a whole fucking carton of Neapolitan ice cream. You think you've

scooped up some yummy chocolate, but that god-awful strawberry keeps getting onto

your spoon. I just don't understand it one bit. If somebody says they're chocolate, I

want them to be chocolate. Besides, Marvin's a total vanilla."

I giggle suddenly, uncomfortably, and Maria giggles too, and our eyes meet in

the mirror again. Karen and Todd exchange a look and must realize we're younger

than they thought because they switch the topic to the new movie starring Tom Cruise.

I'm not a big Tom Cruise fan, I like the other Tom, the Hanks one, but when Karen

asks me what I think of the movie's preview I play along and say I can't wait to see

Cruise in action once again, even though I couldn't care less.

Then we're finished, trimmed, feathered and bobbed. I stare hard into the

mirror and see that my hair barely reaches past my ears, and my lips dip into a frown.

Maria's pouting and patting her scalp, not noticing at the moment how different we

look. Karen and Todd scoop up our braids and hold them up for us one final time like

show-and-tell, careful not to drop them because Locks of Love won't take hair that's

been on the floor. Then they plop the braids into plastic bags, offering to mail them

for us, as part of their deal with Locks of Love. We shake our heads no; we'll take
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them home, get them ready in their padded envelopes, mail them down to Florida

ourselves. Todd pats me on the shoulder, even though he cut Maria's hair.

"You two are troopers," he says. Then he winks at both of us and whispers,

"Watch out for boys. They can be total jerks. Trust me."

"I like boys," Maria whispers back. "They're fun."

"And you?" Todd asks, nodding at me.

"Boys are.. .strange." They belong in a Stephen King book, one of Mom's

mysteries. They don't make any sense to me. The only boy who ever made sense was

George Patimkin, and that's only because he's dead and can't do anything to confuse

me. He's just lying in a coffin in Shepherd Cemetery. He won't ever try to kiss me.

He won't ever grow up and say "I do" and then fall in love with someone else named

Louise. If God exists, George Patimkin might be an angel up in the heavens, guarding

his family, or a ghost down here on earth. I wish I'd see him someday, smiling at me

from the corner of my bedroom or kneeling down next to Mom, watching her sleep.

Todd says, "Good answer," then removes my smock. I stand and turn quickly

so I don't have to look at my eyes or hair anymore in the mirror.

"Ladies," Karen yells to our moms, "your girls are all finished!" She whips off

her squeaky latex gloves, drops them on the counter, and gestures dramatically at us.

Mom tucks her book back into her purse and stands up, walking slowly over to me.

Jane follows close behind her, keeping in step. I just stand next to the chair, my feet

glued to the floor, locks of hair scattered around me.

Mom stops in front of me and raises her hands and cups my face. She smiles

and gets tears in her eyes. "Shit, look at you, Amanda," she says. "My little girl all
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grown up." I know we're both thinking about my dad, about those pictures, about the

scent of lilacs that neither of us can erase. Mom runs her hands through my hair,

tucking it behind my ears. She pinches my earlobes, like she did when I was a kid,

and I watch the way her gypsy-like hoop earrings jangle back and forth as she tilts her

head. She says, "I don't even recognize you."

I don't think Maria recognizes me either. She's staring at me with her eyes all

squinty, not blinking even once. I know this probably means she hates me for being a

page 24, but maybe, just maybe, she's squinting because she secretly loves my new

style, our new difference, and she's just trying to take it all in.

Jane sighs but doesn't touch Maria. She mutters, "Yes, this is nice, this should

please your father." Maria twirls a strand or two in her fingers and tugs, angry or

embarrassed. Jane plucks some dollar bills from somewhere I can't see, the thin air

maybe, and slaps them into Todd's hand. I can't see how much she gives him. "For

the both of you," she says, pointing to the parrot on Karen's tee shirt. Then she leads

the four of us toward the door. I look back to say goodbye to Todd and Karen, but

they've already turned around, sweeping up what's left on the floor. The back of

Karen's shirt says, "PARROTS AREN'T A GIRL'S BEST FRIENDDIAMOND

CARROTS ARE."

Outside, my bag of hair in hand, the sun feels different on my neck. It burns.

Maria and I keep frowning. I reach out and touch her head; she keeps her hands

behind her back; she must hate me, after all. Mom keeps watching me, and she calls

work to tell them she'll be late for her shift. The four of us go out to lunch at

Pasqual' s, our favorite Mexican restaurant, and Mom and Jane order margaritas along
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with their burritos. Jane treats; she always does. Mom always leaves the tip, and

everyone pretends it's an even trade.

On our way out the door that's wedged open with a triangular block of wood, I

stop to tie my shoe and Maria stops with me. Mom and Jane keep walking, and when

I'm finished lacing my shoe I look up to see them at the stop sign. I'm facing the sun,

so our moms look like featureless black shapes to me, one tall and thin, the other short

and plump. Jane places her hands on her hips, waiting for a car to drive by so they can

cross the street to our car, and Mom hunches her shoulders and shifts her weight.

Mom only hangs out with Jane when we're doing something as a group. I don't think

they've spent a moment together alone. Maria and I met back in kindergartenwe

both fought over a coloring book, and once I gave in and just gave it to her she asked

me to be her best friendand even then, Mom wouldn't stand next to Jane without

other people around. She made sure she hovered next to Mrs. Anderson, our teacher,

or was surrounded by a swarm of my classmates playing with their tinker toys and

flying paper airplanes. If Jane wanted to talk to Mom, she had to shout over laughter

and screams. The sun shifts behind a cloud and I notice, as our moms' features return,

that the tag of Jane's shirt is sticking up from the back of her collar like an

exclamation point. For one second, I think that Jane can't help speaking in

exclamation points, they're like little swords at the end of her sentences, fighting off

something.

Maria taps me on the back and says, gently, "You ready, Amanda?"

I crane my head and look up at her, nodding.
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She sighs. "We'll have to celebrate." She points to her head, and with her

other hand squeezes my shoulder. She still doesn't acknowledge my page 24. "Let's

pretend we've just been initiated into some tribal ritual, and instead of getting sad

we'll find a bunch of wood in the forest and dance around a fire during the witching

hour and sing songs to the moon." Her hand feels firm and safe against my shoulder,

like she won't ever let go, like she's my conjoined twin and we're more than friends,

we're sisters, we're the same blood.

AAA

At home, after Jane and Maria drop us off Mom and I sit at our kitchen table.

She has to leave soon for CommuniCentral. We drink lemonade, the sugary store-

bought kind. We talk about lemonade, because it's safe, because everybody loves

lemonade and no one ever thinks it tastes bad or sits funny in your stomach, like way

too many other things.

"Remember when you and Maria had that lemonade stand in front of our

house?" Mom asks. "What summer was that?"

I don't want to tell her it was four years ago, right before everything happened

to Maria and Dad left with Louise. I say I can't remember.

juice."

"You looked so cute, charging people a dollar to buy a little Dixie cup full of

"It was homemade," I answer, trying to smile. I go to tug on my hair, but

nothing's there so I tug on thin air instead, like Jane with her magical dollar bills.

"We put a lot of effort into squeezing those lemons. Besides, we had three customers,

maybe four."
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Mom sips from her glass and glances out our window. All that's there is the

concrete of the next building in the complex. "What did you do with the rest of it?"

I shrug. "I drank it. It was hot out there, like ninety-nine degrees or

something! I got thirsty." I rub my stomach, the heavy folds of flesh. This store-

bought lemonade isn't helping my weight any. I'll start my diet tomorrow, maybe.

"Mr. Garrison bought some," Mom remarks. "Mrs. Lovett, too. God,

remember her? She always brought over all that zucchini from her vegetable garden."

Mrs. Lovett remarried at age seventy and moved to Las Vegas. She'd met

some bachelor at seniors' bingo, and he whisked her away two months later. Maybe

Mom will get remarried someday, but I hope it doesn't take until age seventy. I miss

Dad, but I'm not stupid. I know he isn't coming back. And even though I dream

about him, I understand what he's done to her, to us. We have leaky faucets and

cracks in the ceiling. We have unpaid bills. Mom has runs in her nylons. My

sweaters are unraveling. I wear them even in this heat, even though I suffocate,

because they're thick and people might think I'm not fat, it's just the wool, and I like

to pull them down over my hands, over my chewed and sometimes bleeding cuticles.

"I had a lemonade stand as a little girl," Mom continues. "I didn't do much

better than you, but your grandma helped me out and made these huge signs and stuck

them along the sides of the road. I think every kid should try a lemonade stand once."

Grandma Anne still helps Mom out by sending us money sometimes. Mom doesn't

tell me, but I see the padded envelopes and I know what's inside. Grandma Anne is

coming to visit in August from Los Angeles, where Mom grew up, and Mom has

already started cleaning every nook and cranny of our apartment because my
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grandmother has a thing called obsessive-compulsive disorder. She does strange

things like get up from the table while everyone's still eating and start washing the

dishes, or line up the magazines on the coffee table in alphabetical order. Mom said

she used to go into her closet when Mom was a little girl and arrange her clothes on

the hangers by primary color schemes. Mom won't let her near my closet.

I ask, "Are you going to pick Grandma up at the airport when she visits, or is

she going to take a taxi again?" Grandma Anne hates my mom's driving. Mom has a

tendency to speed, and to not look when she's switching lanes. I'm used to it, but my

grandmother always clutches the dashboard so hard I'm surprised her fake fingernails

don't snap off.

"She'll be taking a taxi. You know how she likes to make a grand entrance.

She'll hop out of the cab, and you and I can be waiting downstairs to carry her things

like we're fucking bellboys or something." Mom cringes. We've moved away from

safe topics like lemonade. "Damn. There I go swearing again. You got a quarter I

can borrow?" Mom keeps our Potty Mouth jarpreviously used for Dill pickle s

underneath the kitchen sink. She started filling it back when I was five, but we've

kept it around as a joke between us. Besides, the jar's been filled to capacity over ten

times, the quarters then moved to Mom's bank account. The coins might not be

enough for us to take a yearlong vacation to Europe or anything, but they might be

enough to fill the gas tank for a few days where we can pretend we're actually going

somewhere.

"It will be good to see her," I say. "You know she's just lonely and wants

some attention." Grandpa Pete died from a heart attack before I was born, leaving my
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grandmother all of his money from the carpentry business he owned. Grandma Anne

hasn't dated anyone since; she says he was the one and only, besides Jesus. After

Grandpa Pete passed away, my grandmother said she found Jesus and he keeps her

company whether she's praying or dusting furniture or lying in bed alone. She used to

be an atheistthat's how she raised Mombut now she gets angry that Mom won't

take me to Catholic mass or read the Bible to me or talk to me about Heaven. Mom

said I can make up my own mind about God, and I think I believe in Him, at least half

the time: I hear a child in the park laugh so loud that I know she's having a really good

day, and I feel happy for her; I catch the news on television and find out that some

terrorist group in a Third World country has temporarily decided to stop placing

bombs inside buses or under benches, and less people will die that day, or if they do

die it will be because of natural causes, anything non-violent, anything not on purpose;

I wake up in autumn and the leaves are suddenly beautiful reds and oranges outside

when they seemed pure green just the day before, and I know that sometime in the

middle of the night magic touched the trees, made them more beautiful than ever, even

though they're about to sleep for the next few months. I don't tell Mom I sometimes

believe in God because I don't want to hurt her feelings, but I don't tell my

grandmother either because she might get a smug smile on her face, because she might

tell my mother I've taken her side.

Sometimes I try to picture my grandparents when they were young and in love,

when Grandma Anne was Godless and less uptight, but I can only see things in black

and white when it comes to them. In my daydreams, they're ice-skating on a pond, the

film reel inside my head all scratchy and faded as they race, spin, embrace underneath
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the falling snow. Or they're dancing at a county social in a barn somewhere, and he

wears knickers and she wears a corset, like they lived in the 1800's; their friends clap

and stomp their feet, and my grandfather twirls my grandmother around, never letting

go, while the band plays their banjos, accordions, and violins. Sometimes I picture

them with Mom, when she was my age, and Neil Armstrong sets foot on the moon,

and they all sit around their tiny black-and-white television in the living room and they

hold hands and say to my mother, "That's the moon, honey. A man is walking on the

moon. You can do anything you want. You can be an astronaut." I tell Mom about

the ice-skating and dancing daydreams, but not about the one with the moon because,

even if she did want to be an astronaut once upon a time, she's only a telemarketer

now and can't see the sky from her cubicle at CommuniCentral.

Mom says, "Your grandmother is not lonely, Amanda. She's a bitch who

never wanted a child in the first place. There's a difference." Mom pauses and tries to

smile. "I guess I'll need to borrow another quarter."

I want to tell Mom about Tommy and Philip's apartment, how it used to be an

abortion clinic. But she's probably not ready for me to be hanging out with boys,

especially boys that are older and live on their own already, and she probably thinks I

don't know what abortion is. She doesn't know that I heard her on the phone with

Dad that Monday back in March, that I picked up the other receiver and listened in. It

was the only time I'd heard them talk without yelling in years; they usually talk-yelled

about child support payments. He was asking her advice. Louise was pregnant, two

months along, and Dad said he wasn't sure he wanted to be a father again. What

should he do? Could Mom tell him what was best? She told him to tell Louise to get
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an abortion, and I gasped, hoping neither of them heard me. She had an edge in her

voice, and I was old enough to know she was jealous, that she wanted to be the

pregnant one, the one to offer me a new brother or sister. Dad knew she would

suggest this, didn't he? He didn't really want her advice, and when she offered it he

didn't say a word. I didn't even hear him breathe. He just wanted to hurt her, make

her aware he'd been having sex with someone besides her, and she wasn't having sex

with anyone these days. Maybe Grandma Anne had wanted to abort Mom, and maybe

she would have had to use a coat hanger, like in one of Tommy's visions. Maybe

Momeven for a sliver of a second that she barely rememberswanted to abort me

once. And now, with Dad gone and the bills piling up, she looks back at that little

second and wishes it had filled her up, eaten her alive, made her choose to get ride of

me. These thoughts beat at me like lightning and thunder, and I hung up the phone

before Mom did. It's now late June, we haven't heard from Dad since, and I bet

Louise hasn't gained any weight.

(Three)

Maria and I diligently drop off our packaged hair at the post office the next

day, and I pretend it's no big deal when the clerk takes the envelope with my ponytail

in it away from me. He drops it somewhere out of sight, into a carrier bag maybe, and

Maria pokes my side. Other customers stand behind us in line, fidgeting, waiting their

turn. I feel their eyes on the back of my neck.

Maria says, "Philip will think you look like a movie star, like Molly

Ringwald." Maria and I prefer watching teen movies from the '80's because the

soundtracks are better, and my favorites are The Breakfast Club, Sixteen Candles, and
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glad Maria makes the leap and hints that I'm beautiful with my new haircut, I have

some movie star quality.

But maybe she thinks I'm ugly, like I was before, and she's just trying to point

out my page 24 betrayal by making me think about how my dad had an affair. See,

Molly Ringwald always gets her man at the end of her movies. She snags the rebels,

the preppies, the popular ones. She sure knows how to land any variety. It might have

something to do with all that red hair.

"Who cares what Philip thinks?" I say. We move out of line and stand by

some twenty-something guy who's wearing acid-washed jeans and an acid-washed

jean jacket, and has a pierced nose, lip, and eyebrow. He's trying to shove a letter or

bill into a too-small envelope that he's balancing on his knee. "It's not like we're ever

going to see him again, right?" I'm facing the counter, the line of people, hoping that

Philip doesn't show up suddenly, smiling with all those braces. He might want to kiss

me again, touch me with those dead-fish hands.

Maria shrugs, smiles, and moves over a notch so she blocks the guy and his

envelope. I can still see his shoulders, the washed acid. "You never know. Besides,

Tommy's pretty good looking, don't you think?"

I shrug now, even though it would be more than okay if Tommy was in line,

alone, and I caught him staring at me. He might not want to kiss me, but he'd shake

my hand, and I'd hold on a second longer than I'm supposed to so his heat pulses into

me. "He didn't do much for me," I say.

"But Philip did?"
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letter or bill smashed inside, probably unreadable now. He walks to the counter,

cutting in line. He licks his lips, then the envelope; he has a tongue ring, too.

"We got our. . . stuff," I say, meaning drugs, but next in line is an old woman

wearing a white shawl who probably doesn't want to hear the word "drugs" unless

someone's referring to her pain medication, anti-depressants, anything legal. "We

don't need to see them again."

"Stuff doesn't last forever," Maria says. "Now let's get out of here."

Behind me, I hear the young man ask for three stamps, the ones with the

flowers on them, not the ones with the pelicans. He's talking to the same postal clerk

who took my hair. The clerk has already forgotten about me, what just happened here

a couple minutes before. He's moved on to thinking about flowers.

Maria and I leave the post office, head to James Madison Park, and smoke a

jointcourtesy of Tommy's stashin one of the restroom's handicapped stalls. The

restrooms are housed in a large stone building on the other side of the volleyball

courts, to the right of the slide and sandbox. The bathrooms are old and musty and a

bit scary with their flickering bulbs and dirty, urine-stained floors. I'm not worried

about getting caught because people rarely use the toilets here. The mothers probably

make their children pee before they leave home so they don't have to risk seeing drug-

users, the occasional homeless woman brushing her teeth at the sink, some man

waiting in the stalls to jump out at them with a switchblade. Even before we finish the

joint I'm stoned, warm. The graffiti on the stall walls melts into jumbled languages.

The flickering bulb isn't scary, it's just fluttering, doing its job.
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When we're outside we make-believe we are little again, and we sink to our

knees in the sandbox. We try to build castles, but the sand is dry from lack of rain and

the architecture doesn't hold. Our castles disintegrate between our fingers. We then

ride high on the swings, and push each other down the slide, and the sky is so clear I

swear it's glass, ready to shatter. We lie together on the grass, our skulls touching,

and she rubs her fingers against mine. We're only about twenty yards from the street

and the park's big wooden sign, the spot where Adam Adams invited Maria into his

car. She and I never walk by the sign but behind it, so we can't see the gold lettering

that says 'WELCOME!' The back of the sign is covered in wads of chewed gum.

I've never seen Maria stick her gum there.

"Do you miss it?" she asks. "Our hair, I mean?"

I don't answer her. I watch the blue of heaven instead, the way it ripples and

opens up. I never tell Maria that sometimes I wish, when I get my period, the blood

would be blue instead of red, like inside peoples' veins. Red makes me thinks of roses

with thorns, of George Patimkin. Blue makes me think of God and the sky, of sexy

eyes, like Tommy's and Todd the stylist's.

"I miss it," Maria admits, "but I have to get over it soon. Successful

businesswomen in New York City all have short hair."

I raise an eyebrow at her, and shiver as one of her fingernails grazes over my

knuckles. "Who cares about them? New York is a million miles away." She's never

mentioned New York to me before.

"It's only a sixteen hour drive if we don't stop for food or gas," Maria says.

"That's the same length as two school days."
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"Maybe we can go there to visit," I hesitantly offer. "When we get our drivers'

licenses."

"That sounds perfect. We'll drive in my new carI'll ask for a convertible

and we'll keep the top down the whole way and the wind will beat against our faces so

hard it will almost scratch us, and we'll blast the music really loud. We can check out

Times Square or Greenwich Village or wherever, see which part of the city we like

best for our apartment in college." Maria settles her palm on top of mine. "There's no

way in hell I'm living in one of those shitty dormitories. Did you know you have to

wear flip-flops to the showers so you don't catch some funky disease?"

I don't like public showers either, but not because of the flip-flops. Anytime

we've been to the public swimming pooi downtown, I change in and out of my

bathing suit with my beach towel wrapped around me. The other girls giggle and toss

their hair over their shoulders as they chat with one another, but I always face my

locker and keep my head down, even when Maria is trying to tell me something. I still

have the same beach towel I've had for years, the one with the painted dolphins and

orange starfish. In high school this fall, we're going to have to start changing in the

locker room for gym class. I'll have to face my locker every day. I hope Maria and I

don't get assigned gym during the same period because I don't want her to see me

embarrassed all the time, butwhen I think of her in a different gym classI picture

her laughing with the other girls, not afraid to be naked in the showers, not afraid to

start forgetting me.

"I can't afford any of the apartments in Manhattan," I say. I can't even afford

to go to college at the local university, I think to myself, but I don't mention that part.
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After all, our biggest source of savings comes from a Dill pickle jar under our kitchen

sink. Maria turns her head; I see her blinking at me in my peripheral vision; she reads

my mind and smiles at me.

"Don't worry about silly stuff like that, Amanda," she says. "My parents will

pay for most of it. Why do you think my dad spends his time helping to free gangsters

and murderers and whoever?" She raises her other hand above us and rubs her fingers

together. "It's for the cash." I always wonder if maybe Mr. Peters helped free Maria's

kidnapper, in a different case with a different girl a long time ago, and he didn't even

know it. The man came to Madison years later and thanked Mr. Peters by taking his

daughter away for four days. Has Maria ever thought about that, and hated her father

for even a minute? Has Mr. Peters thought the same thing?

Maria shivers, lowering her one hand and taking the other away from me. She

places both her hands on top of her head, but she still looks at me. "Besides, you've

always gotten good grades, and if you work hard you'll win some huge scholarship,

and that will pay for the tuition part of things. We might need to get part-time jobs as

waitresses at the same diner, but we'll be able to drink free chocolate milkshakes with

whipped cream on top, and play our favorite songs on the jukebox, and we'll flirt with

cute boys and they'll leave us huge tips."

I ask, "What do you like about big cities like that?"

Maria then looks upward and says, "I want to climb the skyscrapers, scaling

them like I'm a cat. I'll stop along the way and perch on those stone gargoyles that

skyscrapers always have, and I'll scream to New York, 'I'm here! I'm here!' and I'll
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scream to Madison, 'I'm gone! I'm gone! " She laughs a little, and I watch as her

back arches and her face tilts up. "I'm going to work hard so I get A's all through

college too, and then I'll land ajob with some fancy firm doing whatever, and I'll

wear women's business suits and my secretary will bring me black coffee in the

mornings and I'll take vacations during the year to Greece or Australia or Hawaii."

Maybe it's the pot we smoked, or the children laughing behind us at the

sandbox, but I don't remember Maria ever mentioning moving to such a big scary

place before this, or even wanting to drink black coffee.

"You can still do all those things with long hair," I say, thinking how Madison

is containable, only a couple hundred thousand people. New York is a monster, filled

with millions of strangers. I'd never recognize anyone on the streets there. "We can

grow our hair again, even longer than before. We'll start a new businesswoman

fashion trend."

Maria chuckles. "Don't be stupid, Amanda. That's not how it's done in the

real world." Did it only take a day for her to get over cutting off our hair, or is she

pretending for me? Did it only take a day for her to come up with these dreams?

Didn't we, just minutes before, play in the sandbox and pretend we could still build

castles? "Long hair is for little girls."

Suddenly I want to be warriors with her, out in the woods. Then she'll

remember why we're meant to stay here, together, not trapped in some city where the

only trees are in Central Park, where you can't go after midnight for tribal rituals

unless you want to be shot or stabbed by desperate nighttime nobodies. Up until

yesterday, on our way out of Pasqual's, I'd always been afraid when Maria wanted me
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occasions when she's come to my bedroom window and thrown pebbles at the glass to

wake me up and call me down to her, but I've always declined, shutting the window

and trying to go to sleep instead. On those nights, I lay awake under my comforter,

tossing and turning. But I'm willing to be scared tonight if it means we'll stay

together forever. We could crawl out our bedroom windows at midnight and hurry to

the entrance of the Lincoln Arboretum, one of Madison's largest forest preserves. We

could clutch our nightgowns and run into the middle of a thicket of trees, then burn

dead branches and start singing to the moon, like she promised. But she won't come

with me now, she's already forgotten, and I'm too scared to go into the woods alone,

where bad things wait off the path.

AAA

We spend the night at Maria's house. Jane locks the front door behind us as

soon as we step inside, like she always does. Maria says Jane has this strange ritual of

greeting her, whether I'm along for the ride or not, where she smiles at Maria from

someplace in the foyer, as ifit'sjust a coincidence that she happens to be in the same

room. She must be watching for us, choosing a different window every time so I don't

catch her spying. I think the stained glass panes on either side of the front oak door

are her favorites because the glass is colored, blurry, easier to hide behind. I can't

quite make out the pictures in the stained glassfigures in a field, I think, bent over,

hands on the ground, picking at something, roots maybe. Jane's shadow disappears

from behind her window of choice whenever Maria puts her key in the lock. Then,

when we open the door, Jane's rearranging the Birds of Paradise in their vases, or
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checking the mail, or "just passing through" to the living room. Tonight she's taking

off her heels, sitting on the second to last step of the carpeted spiral staircase that leads

upstairs.

"Hi girls!" she says. "I thought you'd never make it home. Just got here

myself." I bet she's been home for hours. She probably loves wearing her high heels

indoors, hearing them click-click-click against the polished hardwood floors. I've

never worn high heels a day in my life, but if I ever get around to it I hope I click-

click-click the same way Jane does, with my spine straight, without tripping or

missing a single beat.

Jane sets her pumps on the bottom stair, stands, and shimmies past us, bolting

the door and sliding the chain into place. Mr. Peters always comes through the garage,

in the back entrance, like he's accompanying some woman at Tommy and Philip's

apartment. He usually just appears in the house without making any noise, which I

almost find scarier. Maria told me that the first time he tried getting into the house

after Adam Adams returned her, Mr. Peters tried unlocking the front door but it

snagged on the chain. He yelled at Jane to let him in and she yelled back coldly, as

she and Maria stood at the top of the staircase, "Come in the back door from now on,

honey. That way we both know it's you." Jane had her arm wrapped around Maria's

shoulder and was squeezing too tightly. And Mr. Peters stood trapped out there on the

same steps Maria's kidnapper dropped her off on, the same steps we walk up all the

time to get inside. Maria never walks up them in the center anymore; she scurries up

the left or right hand side, clinging to the black iron railings.
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below her ears. "You girls lying in that park grass again?" The smell of our Oasis

pot-covering-perfume is subtle and perfect, not overdone. Maria smells like a million

bucks. I must smell at least like a hundred. I'm still a little stoned, but the warm

ripples are tiny now, pond-like, disappearing.

"Yes, Mother," Maria says, stepping back from her.

"Well, we've got two tomboys on our hands! I'm going to start calling you

both Tom!"

"Yes, Mother," Maria says. She blows a huge bubble and pops it. Jane

flinches, but just the tiniest bit. Maria sucks the gum remains back into her mouth and

licks her lips for any stray grape.

"Well now, who's hungry?" Jane asks.

I raise my hand instead ofjust saying yes, like I'm in one of my classes and I

have an answer to impress my teacher.

"We've got Caesar salad and sushi on the menu for tonight," Jane says. "How

does that sound, girls? Doesn't sushi sound splendid?"

Maria rolls her eyes. I shrug. Jane fidgets a little and glances at her black

pumps. The grandfather clock in the living room ticks and tocks for a few seconds,

then chimes as if on cue, to break things up, to disrupt this weirdness we always go

through when we first get back, when Jane realizes her daughter's safe for another

day.

Jane looks up at me as a smile worms its way onto her lips. She plants both

hands on my shoulders and leans in, like the two of us are about to become part of a
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but you can pick out the pieces of chicken from the salad and just eat those, right?

And I had Gabriella whip up an apple cobbler made special for you that is just to die

for." Gabriella Diaz is the Peters' maid. She's fifty-six years old, married with five

childrenthe oldest is thirty-eight, the youngest twelveand attends her Catholic

masses on Sundays, just like my grandmother. She cleans the Peters' not-quite-a-

mansion-but-still-pretty-huge-house on Mondays and Thursdays, and on Wednesdays

she comes in for a morning shift where she prepares a week's worth of health-

conscious meals to combat Mr. Peters' diabetes and Jane's hatred of cooking. Jane

hates doing most things with her hands that don't involve manicures, ring wearing, or

locking doors, so when Gabriella shows up on Wednesdays Jane takes off to West

Towne Mall. Maria goes with her during the summertime for mother-daughter

shopping sprees.

We eat supper at the kitchen table, and Maria stacks the dishes in the sink as

soon as we finish. Gabriella has to wash them in addition to everything else she does,

even if the plates stack up high and you can smell the crusty food on them for a few

days. Sometimes I want to ask Gabriella what it feels like to clean up after people

with money, but Maria constantly shoos me away from her like she's afraid I might

find out a secret. Gabriella and I share glances sometimesshe's a maid after all, she

must notice the holes in my sweaters.

I tell Jane I don't want any apple cobbler for dessert because I'm on a diet, but

Jane looks toward the rack of knives and pots and pans and other cooking utensils that

hangs over the kitchen island by the stove. Then they eat their cobbler in front of me,
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and my stomach grumbles, my hunger clawing at my stomach lining, but I smile and

watch them, my elbows on the table, my face in my hands.

Jane pauses after swallowing each bite, and opens her mouth like she wants to

tell us something, but she says "Hmm" to herself instead and keeps eating.

"Did you have an appointment with Doctor Hoffman this afternoon?" I ask

halfway through her slice. Maria kicks my leg under the table. It's been two weeks

right on schedulesince Jane told us about her last therapy session. Sometimes she

confesses them to us, sometimes she doesn't. I don't ask about the sessions all the

time because Maria kicks my leg like now, or throws me nasty glares, or whisper-yells

at me in her bedroom later on, but today Jane might have talked to Doctor Hoffman

about Maria's hair, or my hair, these changes in style.

Jane has been seeing Doctor Hoffman for three years. She and Mr. Peters had

forced Maria to go to counseling for a year after the kidnapping, but Maria told me she

just sat there in Doctor Hoffman's office, either staring at him as silent as a statue or

barking like a rabid dog. She bit him on the arm one dayI don't know what he said

to bring the attack onand her sessions stopped after that. Doctor Hoffman insisted

on medications, that Maria see another doctor, anything therapeutic, but the Peters

insisted on nothing, even though Maria told me that the doctor needed four stitches.

When she walked out of his office that last day, she said she turned around and licked

her lips at him, hungrily.

Jane booked herself into those same hi-weekly timeslots, and as far as I know

she's never barked or bitten Doctor Hoffman. Sometimes I wonder if the reason Jane

sees him is because she wants to be the one who was abducted and made front-page
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news. Then again, Jane already shines like a movie star, like Molly Ringwald but over

twice her Breakfast Club-age and with blond hair. Jane has never needed a kidnapper

to make her beautiful; she probably came out of her mother's womb perfect.

"I had that awful dream again last night," Jane says after a few beats of silence.

"The one where I'm alone in the desert, pinned to that cactus?"

Maria asks, "Did you see that oasis in front of you, right over the hill?" She

winks at me and makes a sniffing noise, referring to our perfume. I'm mostly sober,

numb.

Jane nods. "But I couldn't get free of the cactus. The needles were stuck

through my hands and feet, and I struggled and struggled, but it didn't make any

difference." She sighs and stabs her fork into a chunk of apple, bringing it to her lips.

"There's no way I was reaching that water."

"Maybe it was just a mirage," I say. She's told us about this dream at least a

dozen times. I've been developing a theory. "So you don't have to feel so bad.

Because even if you'd worked yourself free from the cactus and ran toward the water,

all you'd end up running into was more sand."

Jane stops working her jaw in mid-chew, and then says, with her mouth full:

"That's not a very pleasant concept, Mandy."

"The key is to stop struggling. You won't get bloody that way. And someone

will come along soon enough to bring you something cool to drink."

Jane finishes chewing, then swallows and glances at the kitchen windows.

There are security locks on them, the ones with alarms that silently notify the

authorities of intruders. Maria smiles at me and shakes her head. I lay my arms down
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on the table. It may not be the best theory, but I haven't run it by anyone until now. I

don't tell Mom about Jane's therapy sessions or nightmares; she might not let me

come over to the Peters' anymore, even though she used to daydream about stabbing

my father with butcher knives. Besides, it seems obvious that in Jane's dreams the

cactus is Maria's kidnapper and the oasis is Maria herself, the little girl Jane can never

get back. You don't need to pay me a hundred dollars an hour to figure that one out.

But I would never say any of this out loud, especially since Jane has never ever

referred to the kidnapping in front of me, and Maria told me they haven't once talked

about it in private since she stopped her sessions with Doctor Hoffman. And even

Mom says Jane hasn't brought it up with her in mother-to-mother confidentiality,

which makes sense since they have never been alone in the same room together. So

we'll go on sitting at this table, dissecting Jane's dream like the answer isn't right in

front of us. We'll pretend the cactus is just a cactus, and the oasis is just an oasis.

They'll eat their cobbler, and I'll wish I was eating some too.

"Sushi again?" a voice says, startling me. I snap my head up and draw my

arms to my chest. Mr. Peters is leaning against the kitchen island, eyeing the plates in

the sink. He tosses his keys into the blue and purple saucer, a deformed piece of

pottery that Jane told me she made in college, when she thought she might become a

hippie and move to an artists' commune. Then she met a law student and decided on

the suburbs. "We had sushi just last week," he says.

"We've moved on to the cobbler," Jane says, still facing her plate. "And if you

don't like the sushi, let Gabriella know. I hate playing bad cop."
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Mr. Peters turns his head and smiles at me without showing any teeth. "Hello,

Amanda. How are you?" I don't think I've ever seen his teeth; I couldn't tell you if

they're straight or crooked, or long and sharp, like vampire fangs. "I like the new

'do." He pats his own head. He has thick, wavy black hair, not to mention bushy

eyebrows and a hairy chest. Sometimes, after he loosens his tie and unbuttons his

white business shirt a notch or two, I can see curly tufts of his chest hair peeking out at

the top, so different from my father's smooth chest, so unattractive.

"Thanks, Mr. Peters," I say, glancing at Maria to see if she nods or smiles in

agreement with him, but she's immovable, stone. flower one arm to my lap. Mr.

Peters scared me again; he's just so quiet when he comes home. I never hear the knob

turning, or the keys rattling. "Cobbler?" I offer as if I'm the host at a party, pointing at

the dessert that sits on a knitted hot pad in the center of the table.

He declines"Not good for the diabetes," he saysthen insists we "retire to

the living room for a family debriefing." Maria and Jane leave their dishes on the

table, and we follow Mr. Peters out of the kitchen. He doesn't even take a minute to

head upstairs and change into more comfortable clothes. Maybe he saves his non-

uptight moments for the weekends.

Jane and Mr. Peters perch on the edge of the loveseat's cushions. Maria sits in

the red velvety armchair to their left. I plop down, legs crossed Indian-style, across

from Jane, my knees underneath the gleaming glass cocktail table.

A Peters family debriefing consists of each family member's account of their

day. Sometimes Mr. Peters asks a specific question and everyone takes turns

answering. He never asks me to join in, but I don't mind. Maria and Jane probably
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oval desks that lawyers have in movies and on Mom's forensic programs. The

conferences always take place in rooms with floor-to-ceiling glass windows, and the

head honchos pull down the blinds so their secretaries can't spy on them and gossip.

The rooms look a lot different than the cubicles at CommuniCentral. I've only gone to

work a few times with Mom, back when my babysitterold Mrs. Rumsey with the

slipped disc and bad breathcancelled on short notice. I could barely swivel around

on Mom's chair without banging my knees on those flimsy dividing walls. I swiveled

anyway, listening to her make phone calls to soccer moms, business dads, college kids

in their dormitories and apartments. As far as I know, Mom has never put anything up

in her cubicle except for a baby picture of me above her telephone. It's like she's

permanently keeping things temporary. If she gets a new job or is fired or whatever,

she can just stand up, pluck out the tack, stick my picture in her pocket, and scurry out

of there. She'll step outside, see the sky, think of astronauts and new career

possibilities.

Mr. Peters leaves things open for a more general debriefing today. He asks

Jane to start; he'll go last. I only hear snippets of the family's conversation as I glance

around the living room.

Jane discusses health and shopping: "saw Mr. Earle at Lord & Taylor's

during the cosmetics sale. Twenty percent off, through the weekend. What a deal!

Anyway, he's looking so vibrant after the open-heart surgery! You know what Mindy

Locke said about his"
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Staring at the Peters' furniture and interior decorating always takes me by

surprise, like I'm looking at everything for the first time. Despite how expensive that

oil painting over the fireplace mantel must bethe beautiful gold frame, a classic

drawing of two angels with golden hair and white robes spreading their wings over an

apple tree in the middle of summer, one bitten, fallen apple on the ground, a third

angel reaching for itI can never remember afterwards if there are two angels, or

three, or even four. And the fireplace mantel: Is it gas or electric? Can you burn real

logs in it? Why else would that metal poker be leaning against the wall? And, really,

I can't focus, were those family pictures always on top of the mantel, or did Jane

recently place them there?

Maria leaves out New York and makes up some story about a little boy:"

went to the park today. Talked about how excited we are for high school. We saw a

little boy there with band-aids on both knees, which I thought was strange, and he was

playing with this red ball which rolled out into the middle of the street"

I know this Oriental rug I'm sitting on has been here forever, but I'm still not

sure if that is a horse or goat, maybe a unicorn, trapped behind the golden wire fence,

rising up on its hind legs, ready to jump for freedom. Trees surround the horse-goat-

unicorn, she's in a forest, and when I stare down I remember that the trees have no

leaves. They're barren. It's wintertime. She has nothing to eat. There's a faded spot

beneath my left toe that I never noticed before; something was spilled here recently;

something was cleaned up with too much bleach.

Mr. Peters lays out some specifics of infant-murder: "Myers case. She

claims it was an accident. Like you'd just forget that your twin children were in the
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bathtub. I mean, how long does it take to make macaroni and cheese? Don't you just

boil the water, dump in the noodles, and bam, dinner's ready?"

I feel soft, thick carpet beneath my fingertips. There are no spiders here. They

can't afford a place like this. Still, even though I'm jealous that Mom and I can't buy

a new couch or go on a real vacation or stock the refrigerator full every week or buy a

painting with two or three or four angels, there's something calming to me about our

cracks in the ceiling. The dirt on the windowsills reminds me that everything comes

from the earth, in one way or another. When I hear a mouse scuttling inside the

apartment wallseven when I hear its back snap-crack in one of the traps underneath

our sinks or behind the ancient radiatorsI know that things are living, dying,

breathing there. The air has different smells in it there, potpourri and sugar and

coffee, the occasional dead rodent, which Mom gets rid of when I'm not around. The

little flaws and ugly parts of my home are worth remembering because their mistakes

keep my attention. Here, I don't remember anything soon after walking out the door.

My mind will erase all the details tonight except, maybe, for the bleached spot on the

Oriental rug.

"This was nice. Thanks, you two," Mr. Peters says, smiling at me, as if I've

had my chance, as well. "Jane, would you mind putting on a pot of coffee? I could

use a cup of something hot."

I realize no one has mentioned Jane's appointment with Doctor Hoffman; those

kinds of things tend to stay briefed in the Peters' family. I don't think Maria will be

mentioning our New York plans anytime soon.
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Jane rises with a perky smile on her face. "How about hot chocolate for you

girls? You can slip into your nightgowns, and I'll bring it up to you. I'll even add

marshmallows." She winks at Mr. Peters. "I'll be right back." Jane knows how to

make coffee and hot chocolate. That's something she doesn't leave to Gabriella, I

suppose. But when she brings a cup backresting, I'm sure, on some little antique

china saucerI have no idea what she and her husband will talk about. They might sit

together in silence, and maybe that's not such a bad thing. Maybe being able to sit

together without speaking is underrated because you can't mess anything up that way.

You won't say something foolish that you can never take back.

Upstairs in Maria's room, after we've changedshe into her nightgown, me

into my sweatswe lie on our stomachs on her bed, facing the headboard. Jane has

already come and gone. Our cups of hot chocolate sit untouched on Maria's

nightstand, clouds of steam drifting up then fading away as the milk grows lukewarm.

The marshmallows have melted into goopy little puddles that, miraculously, don't sink

beneath the surface. I'm trying to stick to my diet, and Maria must want to match me

calorie for calorie so the weight gap between us stays defined, since I already messed

up definitions a little bit with our hair. Besides, she's already eaten a slice of cobbler

more than me.

Maria places both hands on the left side of the headboard. Her window is

slightly open, and a light breeze stirs the ruffled white lace of the canopy that is

attached to the four wooden bedposts.
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"Will you read the Worry Pouch instructions to me tonight?" she asks,

bringing back a part of the calmness I had when stoned earlier. "To keep me safe

from the bogeyman?" Maybe Maria hasn't become a total grown-up yet.

But neither have I. I'm sometimes afraid that the bogeyman might be standing

behind us, at the foot of the bed. If I turn around quickly enough I'll catch him

watching us settle into sleep. He'll disappear quickly, though, collapsing into a sliver

of light that dives into the shadows of the walls. Then again, he could be under the

bed, his back pressed against the floor, his hands creeping up around the edges of the

mattress, ready to grab our ankles or wrists.

"Of course," I say, patting the space where her hands meet. "Always."

I reach underneath her down pillow and remove the Worry Pouch, a black and

maroon drawstring handbag that Grandma Anne knitted and surprised me with for my

seventh birthday. I never told Grandma Anne that I gave it to Maria four years ago.

Maria and I don't often mention it, but when she asks me to read the Worry Pouch

instructions every few months or so, I oblige without asking questions. See, our talk

of New York has scared her. She's not as sure about black coffee and skyscrapers as

she's letting on, right?

I loosen the drawstring, reach into the bag, and remove the wrinkled, faded

piece of paper with the typed instructions. I unfold the paper, hold it up, and whisper:

WORRY POUCH INSTRUCTIONS

iN THIS BAG,

You SHALL KEEP,
ALL YOUR WORRIES,
WHILE YOU SLEEP.

WRITE THEM DOWN,
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AND PLACE INSIDE,
THE LITTLE POUCH,

So THEY CAN'THIDE.

UNDER YOUR PILLOW,
THEY SHALL REST,

UNTIL THE FAERIES,
COME AT LAST.

PUT THEM THERE,
Now GO TO BED,

AND ALL YOUR WORRIES,
WILL SOON BE DEAD.

We stay silent for a moment after I'm finished. Maria never actually writes

anything down, or if she does she removes her worries from the pouch before I have a

chance to discover them. Whenever I reach inside, there's never anything there except

for the instructions.

She sighs, takes her hands from the bed frame, and rests her head on her

pillow, turning away from me. Her hair no longer fans out over it, drifting onto mine.

I slip the Worry Pouch beneath her pillow.

"Goodnight, Maria," I say. She never thanks me for reading the instructions to

her, but I know she's grateful by the way she takes a little gulp of air. She's trying not

to cry with happiness that we're best friends.

"Goodnight, Amanda." She sighs then adds, "I saw Detective Jamison today,

before we met at the park."

"You did?" I ask, raising my head a little. Goose bumps line Maria's neck.

She must feel my breath against her skin.

She sighs one final time. "It was the first time that I can remember bumping

into him that he didn't say he was going to find the bad man."
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bad man, Little Miss, we're going to make sure he never again sees the light of day"

that I've had it memorized for years, like a nursery rhyme, a lullaby.

"He didn't even call me Little Miss. He just stroked my hair, but he looked

kind of disappointed with it, like he didn't recognize me anymore."

She shudders. In front of her, I see part of one of the hot chocolate mug's

handles, but her left shoulder cuts off my view of the rest of the mug. From the angle

I'm staring, the handle appears to jut right out of Maria's body.

"He was just having a bad day," I say, shifting closer to make sure she knows

I'm here, that my breath is on her skin. "Even good guys like Detective Jamison feel

sad sometimes." But we both know what probably happened, why she's not just

afraid of New York. He didn 't recognize her, at least at first. Maybe she cut her hair

and he saw her and flinched, and then he realized that the bogeyman has gotten away

forever and there's nothing he could do about it.

"He looked so safe, you know?" Maria says. "We were standing on the

sidewalk about a block from the park's sign, and I couldn't see anything else but him,

and it felt right. I didn't notice anyone else walking by, and I ignored all the cars

driving along Gorham Street. I didn't look away toward one of the houses on the

block, even for a second. And he just stood there with that silly cap and trench coat

on, like a fisherman or something. He used to smile at me, and I always liked his

dimples, but he didn't smile today."

I say, too quickly, "Maybe he was deciding if he finally wanted to show you

what was underneath that trench coat." I'm not referring to penises, anything flashy,
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but I realize Maria might take it that way. She might start thinking about Adam

Adams.

I open my mouth to fix things, not sure what will spill out, but Maria says,

"We used to think it was handcuffs and guns and those batons they use in England,

remember? He'd just unbutton that coat and whip it open and there'd be all these

weapons ready for him to catch the villains, tucked into loops in the lining."

"Maybe he doesn't need to carry any of those things anymore," I say, hoping

it's enough. "He didn't smile because he was thinking too hard about whether or not

to show you that there's no need for the guns or handcuffs or batons."

I hear an almost-smile in her response: "Yeah, you're right, that's probably it."

She doesn't believe me, but she's almost smiling because she knows I said it to

comfort her. Like I'm supposed to. "Goodnight, Amanda."

"Goodnight, Maria."

I turn to shut off the lamp on the nightstand, and in that instant when you flick

the switch but before blackness sucks everything up, I take in the pink wallpaper and

the white, girly ruffles on the canopy. Some part of me likes the predictable comfort

of girly things. The antique porcelain dolls on the shelf on the far wall stare at me

with black beady eyes, but I don't mind because they're just little girls. A teddy bear

the size of a kindergartner sits on the rocking chair by the window, but he's harmless;

you squeeze him and he's soft; you just rip out his stuffing if he attacks you. The tea

set and plastic fruit, which we haven't played with in years, lie on Maria's windowsill,

still dusted by Gabriella on Mondays and Thursdays. One teacup is tipped onto its

side. The plastic pineapple lies outside the bowl. I notice all these things at once
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before the darkness buries them. Then I lie down on my back, hands crossed over my

chest, and stare up at the canopy. My eyes adjust to no light. The canopy still ripples

in the breeze.

But maybe that's not the breeze.

Maybe the bogeyman hovers there, lighter than air, balancing on the lace.

He's spread out like a spider, and right now he's pressing his face through the lace,

trying to tear a hole through it with his teeth so he can smile at us then bend down and

lick our faces. I close my eyes tightly, sending vision-sparks across the darkness to

keep things lit on fire for one more second. I feel Maria shift next to me, curling her

legs up into the fetal position.

(Four)

We meet at James Madison Park again the next day around sunset, after we've

both spent Saturday afternoons alone with our mothers. Maria and Jane went to Lord

& Taylor's; Mom and I watched reruns of Forensic Files. Tommy and Philip are at

the park, leaning against the slide when we arrive. I don't know if it's a coincidence

they're there, but I don't think so because Maria won't look me in the eye. Tommy

says "I like your hair" to Maria while staring at her breasts, then adds "There's no one

here right now except for the two of us." I think he meant to say "the four of us," but I

don't correct him. He and Maria make out on the merry-go-round, and I don't want to

kiss Philip again but it would be rude not to since I already did in his bedroom. He

says nothing about my hair but wraps me in his arms on a picnic bench, and I keep my

eyes open and watch a bee buzz around his head. Philip's breath tastes like pot and

cigarettes and something else, grilled onions maybe. He rubs my breasts, and I groan
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"Just like that, baby" because I read about it in Cosmo and it's supposed to turn guys

on. I reach out and fiddle with his zipper for a second. He's hard, and I let myself

poke at his penis through his shorts. I start to giggle and pull away, but I see the hurt

look in his eyes so I quickly place my hands on both sides of his head and pull him

back to me. We kiss again; it's definitely grilled onions.

For three weeks the boys show up after Philip's shifts at Papa's Pizza, and we

all get stoned, and Tommy wanders off with Maria. I'm not sure why Tommy and

Philip don't take us back to their apartment any of these timesmaybe Tommy's

being protective, he's seen the ghosts by now, he's trying to save Maria and me from

being possessed. So, instead of seeing ghosts, I watch Maria and Tommy grope on the

merry-go-round or slide or braced against the teeter-totter, squinting my eyes a lot of

the time so they stay blurry and unfocused. We always go to the park after dusk, but

sometimes parents are still there with their children. On these days, we still smoke the

joints in the bathroom stalls but then play games of Hearts or Euchre on the picnic

table, the cards brought courtesy of Philip. Philip rubs my thighs beneath the table,

inching higher up each time like he's ready to take things further. Maria looks

beautiful each and every day, always wearing matching skirts and blouses. Her nails

are so sharp they could slice diamonds. Her new bra pushes up her breasts so she has

better cleavage. She started straightening her hair with Jane's flat iron, already used to

the loss of that long mane. I can't quite figure out what to do with my mine; my comb

keeps getting snagged in my curls even though my hair's shorter now and should be

easier to handle. I usually dry it briskly with my towel and then leave it alone. I'll

probably end up with dreadlocks instead of my page 24 feathered look, but I'm not
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buried against me.

Exactly three weeks after we first see Tommy and Philip again, I open the

fridge in the morning to grab a bagel and see that the Smirnoff s moved to the other

side of the shelf The bottle's almost half empty, and Mom hasn't tried to do the water

trick. I snatch the bottle off the shelf and turn to the sink. Mom's at work, drunk, and

if she keeps this up she's going to get fired. We can't afford that. She can't keep

popping breath mints and hoping no one will notice. I unscrew the lid, then hesitate. I

sniff the vodka, recoiling slightly, my nose all scrunched up. I touch the bottle to my

lipswhich I've never done before, I swearand take a small sip, harmless enough

for even the smallest child. Then I drain the bottle almost completely into the sink,

but I can't bring myself to empty the entire thing. Maybe Mom's having a bad day.

Maybe tonight she'll need one more drink to take the edge off I shove the Smirnoff

back into the refrigerator, head to the bathroom, and brush my teeth.

I start crying in front of the mirror, those silent tears where you don't make any

noise. I wipe my eyes then slap myself Once. Twice. Three times. My right cheek

burns red, like I'm on fire. My change in style isn't quite working yet, is it? I'm still

kissing the wrong boy. Mom still drinks because she was kissing the wrong man for

over ten years. I thought my page 24 betrayal would fix things a little, but now I see

that Tommy is never going to stare at me like he stares at my best friend.

Unless I shake up everybody's routine.

I decide to go to James Madison Park during the day, before the sunset, before

Tommy takes Maria away from me, or before she takes Tommy away, whichever way
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you want to look at it. I swing on my favorite swing, the one on the far left, near the

rusted pole. I watch moms play with their kids. The children crowd around the

women. One dad with a receding hairline is there, but he looks out of place. He's too

tall. His hands are too big and awkward. He won't be able to sit comfortably in the

sandbox, and he'll have no idea how to make a sandcastle. I stay at the park until the

families disappear, and Maria shows up, and then Tommy and Philip.

"Where you have you been?" she asks, popping her bubblegum. It's

watermelon, her new favorite.

I shrug, trying to act mysterious.

Tommy offers me the peace sign. "Want to head inside the Mystery

Machine?" I don't remind him that it's not the '70's anymore and we don't live inside

a cartoon. If he wants to smoke pot in the bathroom stalls, he should just say it.

"Let's go back to my place," I say instead. "My mom's working a double

shift. She won't be home for a couple hours."

Maria widens her eyes at me. "Are you kidding, Amanda?"

"Do I look like I'm kidding?" I snap. Maria flinches a little.

"All right, then," she says, coolly, after a moment. "As long as your mom

won't find out."

Philip tickles my elbow, which makes me want to pinch his arm. "Let's go.

It's your turn to show me your bedroom."

We start walking back to my apartment complex, and I see a shape in the

middle of the sidewalk on Gorham Street about twenty yards ahead of us. An azalea

bush sits at the edge of someone's property, its shadow covering the blurry something
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The Dalmatian's white patches are all covered in dirt; his ribs press against his thin

skin. He whines at me, and I kneel next to him, avoiding a broken beer bottle, its

shards reflecting pieces of light. The others stand behind me.

"Be careful, Amanda," Tommy says. "It could have rabies."

I place my hand on the dog's neck to feel his pulse. He's not wearing a collar

or any dog tags. Mom has never let me have a petshe says they're too messy, too

unpredictable, too not in our budget. The Dalmatian bows his head for a second,

raises it, and licks my wrist. His tongue feels slimy and scratchy at the same time, a

mixture of seaweed and sandpaper.

Maria says, "That's disgusting."

I say, "That's a good boy," wondering if God somehow placed him in my path

because He watched me cry in front of the bathroom mirror earlier. He heard me

wishing for something.

Philip says, "I'm with Tommy on that rabies thing. It could bite you at any

second."

"Do any of you have any food on you?" I ask without turning around. "He's

hungry."

No one says anything. I start rubbing the dog's sides, tracing his ribcage. A

car drives by, bathing us in light, giving us all halos. Tommy sighs, and I finally turn

to face him. He pulls a Milky Way from his back pocket, palms it for a second, and

then offers it to me. I take it from him, making sure our fingers touch. Tiny electric

currents circuit behind my gnawed nails.
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"Thanks," I say, the Milky Way warm and mushy in my grip. I unwrap it and

set it on the sidewalk in front of the Dalmatian, stuffing the wrapping into my pocket.

He sniffs the candy bar and looks up at me. I can't tell what color his eyes are.

"I think he's embarrassed," I say. "I'm sure he'll eat it when he's alone."

"You can act so fucking weird sometimes," Maria says, snickering.

I stand and face her. She smirks at me, but I don't say a word because I love

her, because she bit Doctor Hoffman, because she used to be hungry and embarrassed

all the time too.

"Dogs aren't supposed to eat chocolate," Philip says.

But this chocolate will make the dog happy, even if only for a minute, and

Tommy now sees how kind I am, how unafraid to touch things.

"That's an old wives' tale," I lie, turning to him. "You don't know what

you're talking about."

I wish suddenly for us all to turn to stone, to stay here in this moment, when

I'm standing like this with my spine and shoulders straight. But we continue on our

wayI don't look back to see if the dog is eating the Milky Wayand my shoulders

hunch forward again. I'm thankful when the boys don't comment on the state of

disrepair of my apartment building. We walk up the four flights of stairsI stop only

to read some new graffiti on one of the railings, "Susan Hicks will blow you for

free"and then we're at my door. I unlock and open it, and we all step inside.

"Where's your mom's alcohol stashed?" Maria asks me.

I shrug. "She stopped drinking a while ago."

Maria says, "You didn't tell me that."
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Maria smiles, with her lips and with her eyes. "Well, that makes me happy.

I'm really happy for you, Amanda." She sinks into one of the couch cushions, and

beckons me to her with a wave of her hand. I don't hesitate but hurry to her and take

her hand and plunk down next to her. The boys explore the apartmentwhat there is

of it, anywayand Maria and I sit together in silence. But it's not strange or

uncomfortable. It's simple. She squeezes my hand, and I hate myself a little for lying

to her about Mom's drinking, but at least she's happy for me and still wants to be my

best friend. The boys return. Maria moves away from me on the couch. Tommy and

Philip sit down in unison, dividing us up. Tommy's at one end; I'm at the other.

"Cute bedroom," Philip says, tickling my elbow again. "I love your Joni

Mitchell poster. Joni's music totally changed my life." I imagine Joni's fingers on her

keyboard, pressing gently down as she whispers into the microphone, her pale hair

hanging over her face, covering her eyes.

"I fucking love her too," Tommy says. "I play 'Woodstock' when I'm

working on my novel. She gets me into a groove, and my fingers can't stop moving

across the page. I write longhand, you know. I feel closer to my characters that way."

Tommy hasn't mentioned his writing even once since the night we met him, so

I politely ask, "What's your novel about?"

He shrugs, pulls a book of matches and a pipe shaped like a dragon from the

pocket of his jean jacket, and lights up. "I don't want to jinx it by talking about it."

He takes a long, long hit.
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no idea what it's about, so I say, "I'm sure you're going to win some huge literary

award someday." According to all the articles I've read, boys like when you stroke

their egos. It makes them feel manly and in control.

Tommy exhales and looks surprised. "Thanks, Amanda. That means a lot."

Goose bumps creep onto my arms and neck, and I start feeling tingly, warm,

all over, especially right below my belly button. I glance to the right side of the

television, where my mother keeps the ancient record player and the crate filled with

her Joni albums. It would be so easy to jump up and hurry over and grab Joni's

Ladies of the Canyon. I've always loved the cover, because even though most of it is

white, lifeless, Joni' s shawl is colored in, protecting her as she crouches barefoot.

Inside the shawl are three homes on a green hillside, two of the homes yellow like old

newspapers, and there are two blue cars and one red car, and trees and shrubbery and a

sky filled with clouds, and all together these things make a neighborhood where

everyone might actually get along. I could slide the record out of the dusty, battered

sleeve, slip it onto the player, flick the "on" button, and drop the needle into place.

Tommy would smile thankfully at me as the record spins, scratchily, Joni's honey

voice echoing the lyrics to "Woodstock" throughout the living room.

But this silence is nice too. This silence keeps things between the four of us,

and maybe somewhere down the road between just the two of us. The music might

take something away from the moment, and Tommy might start thinking about his

novel. He might disappear into whatever lands or characters he's created and then

he'd forget he's here, in my living room, spending time with me. I can't compete with
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a private eye solving a murder mystery, or a prince rescuing a fair maiden from some

impossibly high tower, or some scientists trying to stop a flesh-eating virus from

wiping out an entire city.

"You're welcome, Tommy," I say. "No problem. I just know your writing

will make you famous."

We pass the pipe around, cash it, and pack another. Then Tommy suggests we

shotgun, passing the pot smoke to the next person by kissing him or her.

Maria glances at Philip, knowing she'll have to kiss him, and winces a little.

In the past three weeks, he's cut me two more times with his braces. "I think this

passing the pipe thing is working just fine," she says.

But my heart is beating faster because this means, even though I'm on the

other side of the couch, I'll get to stand up and walk over to Tommy and kiss him to

pass the smoke on to him. Maria looks at me. She must know what I'm thinking. She

shakes her head, just a tiny bit, so I'm the only one who notices.

I'm stoned now, and feeling braver than usual. I haven't tried to pull my hair

in front of my eyes all evening, and it's been over an hour since I chewed on my

cuticles. I remember the dog lying on the sidewalk, in the shadow of the azalea bush.

My fingers touched Tommy's for the first time ever. "Actually, that sounds kind of

fun." I nod my head at Maria. "Let's try it."

She narrows her eyes at me, pauses, and then says, "Fine, but let's trade places.

This cushion is as hard as a rock." And she stands up and moves to the end of the

couch, wiggling her way down next to me so she'll be the one to stand up and walk

over and kiss Tommy. I move toward the center of the couch, Philip's hip bumps
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mine, and it isn't until we're all settled into place that I look at Maria and realize

under the rules of our new seating arrangementthat we're going to have to kiss one

another. Our eyes widen at the same time. I quickly turn and look at Tommy, who

winks at me, chuckles, and pats Philip on the shoulder.

"This is interesting," Tommy says. "Don't worry, girls, my masculinity isn't

threatened or anything."

Maria bites her lip, but she doesn't move away from me. Our knees are

touching, slightly, almost not a touch at all. She has one of her short skirts on today,

and the pale flesh of her knees looks even more ghostly against the dark fabric of my

jeans.

"Have you two done this before?" she asks. She's suddenly not chewing

anymoreshe must have swallowed her gum.

Philip raises his hands, palms up, in a hey-what-can-I-say kind of way.

"You just want to see two girls go at it, right?" Maria continues. "Seeing

Amanda and me kiss will give you both plenty of visuals for your nightly"

thing."

"Stop it, Maria," I say. "Just let it go."

Tommy leans toward us. "A kiss is just a kiss. It doesn't have to mean a

But it does, I want to tell him. Kisses always mean something. I could kiss

you, gently, or roughly, however you want me to.

Tommy sits back and holds up the dragon pipe. "Watch." He takes a hit,

breathing it deep into his lungs, and then smiles at Maria and me without opening his

mouth. He moves so, so close to Philip, and without hesitating presses his lips against
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his friend's mouth. No other parts of their bodies touch. Tommy's lips look chapped,

not soft, while Philip's shine a little, probably coated in chapstick. Their lips open. A

bit of smoke escapes, trailing up toward the ceiling. It's like they're breathing fire.

They're dragons. I see Tommy's tongue slide against Philip's. Is this how Todd the

stylist kisses men? Does he do it gently like this? Did he touch Rick, his ex-

boyfriend, his hands on Rick's shoulders or in his hair or cupping his face? Neither

Tommy nor Philip has shaved today, and I can hear, barely, their scruffy chins graze

against one another. Maria sits completely still next to me.

giggle.

Tommy leans back. Philip coughs, half the smoke escaping. Both boys

"You like tongues too much," Philip says, wagging his finger at Tommy. Then

he finishes, in a fake British accent, "You promised you were going to refrain from the

tongue, young man."

fun."

Tommy looks past him, and past me, and stares at Maria. "It's all part of the

Philip and I exchange a shotgun kiss, and I use Tommy's example to only

touch our faces and nothing else.

But then Philip hands me the pipe, and I grip it tightly, the heat burning the

undersides of my fingers.

I turn to look at Maria. She's sitting closer than I thought she'd be.

"We don't have to" I start.

"Let's just get this over with," Maria sighs. She doesn't blink. "Let's consider

it an experiment."
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"Like a science lab or something?"

"Yes, like a secret science experiment. We're not telling anyone about this."

"Who would I tell?" I say. "My mother?"

She points at the pipe in my hand. "Just take a hit and kiss me already."

I don't reach for my hair to hide behind, even though I feel a few curls tickling

my left ear, even though it's not really long enough now for much of anything.

The pipe still burns. I don't ask for the book of matches. I put a finger over

the carb and breathe deeply from the dragon, and I feel the smoke curling downward

like tongues and tails and burning clouds. I set the pipe down on the cocktail table and

face Maria, and she sits even closer now. I want to hesitate, don't I? I want to say no,

don't I? But I don't. I tilt my face toward hers, and she does the same with mewe

both keep our eyes openand I think we'll have more time before our lips touch, but

we don't. She has soft, small lips. Mine easily cover hers. We don't open our mouths

at first. We stay like that, rigid, but I reach out my right hand and place it on her

shoulder. She cranes her neck forward. And then we part our lips at the same time,

but they're not tight enough together, so I pull her to me by her shoulder, and our

tongues don't touch but I exhale anyway, and she inhales, and then she presses a hand

against my chestto pull me closer, I thinkbut she shoves me away, too hard, and

our noses knock together, just barely, and then it's over. She exhales the smoke.

"See, that wasn't so bad," she tells me. "Right, Amanda? It wasn't so bad?"

I feel the boys' eyes on the back of my neck, and I suddenly start laughing.

"What's so funny?" Maria says.
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she squeezes my arm, and we turn our heads in unison and face the boys, who are both

staring at us with raised eyebrows.

"Your turn?" Tommy asks Maria.

Maria abruptly stops laughing and shakes her head. "No, this game is over."

I stop laughing, as well. The air crackles in the room; it suddenly feels too

strange to laugh alone.

Maria nods at the pipe on the table. "You got that bag of hash for us,

Tommy?"

The next couple minutes are blurry to me. Hands exchange things. Words are

murmured. Maria tells them it's time for them to go, even though they just got here

and it's my apartment. Philip mentions something about pizza dough. I think about

the dog eating the Milky Way bar, and maybe dying because of it. The boys stand and

walk to the door. Maria stays sitting on the couch. The door opens, and Tommy and

Philip hover in the threshold.

"Goodnight, Amanda," Tommy says. He walks out of my sight.

"Goodnight, Tommy," I say.

Philip offers me a tentative wave.

I don't wave back.

He doesn't shut the door before shuffling away.

"We should open all the windows," Maria says as I turn around, "to air this

place out before your mom comes home." She rises from the couch. "I'll get the

Oasis, too."
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I open the living room window, which provides a view of Mr. Carison's

apartment across the way. If I reach outside, and stretch as far as possible, I can touch

his window. A wilting magnolia sits in a cracked pot on his windowsill. My mom's

cheap plastic curtains blow around me in the breeze, sliding against my back,

wrapping me up like they're two banshees. I don't turn around for a long, long time,

but stare at the flower and at the gray concrete and up at the sliver of sky, the stars that

twinkle like nightlights. When I finally turn around, Maria is standing motionless in

the doorway, both hands on the frame. She's staring at me.

She doesn't say anything, she just offers me a lopsided smile, and for a second

I don't know if she's coming or going. She looks just a touch too transparent, unsure

of things. I think I want her to go, for maybe the first time ever in our lives. I don't

know if I can handle what just happened between us. Her lips felt so much safer than

Philip's ever have. But I have the power tonight, right? Didn't I say I wanted things

to change? I need to keep the energy in this room crackling in a way that leaves me

the one in charge.

At that moment, Mom walks up behind Maria, her head appearing over my

friend's shoulder, like they're part of the same person.

"Amanda?" Mom says.

Maria gasps, caught off guard. She swivels around and backs into the room. I

can see all of Mom now as she moves through the doorway. She stands in her

wrinkled outfit, her workbag dangling at her side. She holds a pizza box in her other

hand. Her hair's all messy, and her eyes look very tired.
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"Amanda, honey?" Mom continues, nodding at me with her eyebrows all

bunched up. I can't smell any vodka from here, but maybe Maria can, she knows I

lied about Mom's drinking. And Mom must be able to smell the pot, on Maria, in the

room, everywhere. "I got off work early. Thought I'd surprise you."

I grab the edges of the curtains and pull them around my torso, keeping my

curled fists against my chest, failing my newfound power. Only my face sticks out the

top of the curtains.

(Five)

A week and a half later, on a Tuesday, Jane takes Maria and me to West

Towne Mall for a clothes-hunt. Every year, Jane treats me to exactly three shirts and

three pairs of pants off Marshall Field's new fall and spring lines, and this clothes-hunt

is extra important, extra special, because Maria and I start at West High School so

soon. When the Beamer pulls up in front of my apartment building that morning, I'm

already waiting outside. I approach the car with hesitation. The sunlight prevents me

from being able to see Maria anywhere inside, past the window glass, but I glimpse

brief sparks of light in the shadows of the backseat, a shifting of some body part, an

arm or leg maybe.

I open the car door slowly, surprised to see Maria's head bobbing up from the

front passenger seat. I pause, glancing once more in the rear of the car. Who did I just

see there? Is George Patimkin crouched down, already melting again into invisible

ghost-particles, so he can secretly hitch a ride with us to the mall? Will he feel less

lonely as he weaves, shimmers, his way amongst all those other boys and girls getting

ready for high school, maybe hiding with them in the changing rooms? He might
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study their naked, developing bodies because his will never change. He might realize,

though, that watching them slowly become grown-ups makes him feel more lonely,

not less. He's permanently trapped inside a boy-shell, after all.

I shiver and slide inside the Beamer. Jane glances between Maria and me.

Maria doesn't make a move to get out and join me in back, so I pull the door closed.

Jane shrugs after a moment and says, "Remember, if you hate something that I buy,

girls, I can return the clothes tomorrow. It'll be a snap!" I'd almost forgotten that

Jane and Maria have their Wednesday shopping ritual while Gabriella prepares their

weekly meals.

We drive away from my complex, but instead of feeling fresh, almost

glamorous, as we arrive at and head into West Towne, I snip away at both Jane and

Maria's bodies with my mental-scissors, leaving only their faces to study. Maria and I

haven't hung out even once since the night of the kissing, until she called yesterday

her voice steady, monotone on the phoneto remind me about our plans with Jane.

Maybe we're turning into Mom and Jane, afraid to share space alone together. And

we haven't seen Tommy and Philip since that night, either. At least I haven't. By

now, Maria could have snuck away to Tommy dozens of times without telling me;

maybe she has plans to meet him and kiss him in a couple of hours, as soon as she's

away from me. I've been tempted to sneak inside a bathroom stall at James Madison

Park, balance on one of the toilets, and wait to see if they show up to get high. But I

don't want to come off as creepyonly criminals with hidden agendas and even

better-hidden weapons lurk like that. Besides, for Maria the kissing might have been

just another "scandalous activity" to pass the time. "Scandalous activities" happen all
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the time on television, particularly in murder mysteries and daytime soap operas, but I

don't live inside a TV set. I'm a real world kind of girl. I just want to bury that night

away so I can get my power back, scoop some soil over it and lower our secret into the

earth with my thought-shovel.

Inside Marshall Field's, Jane continues speaking in exclamation points like

usual, and Maria snaps her gum in response. Jane brushes her hands over a silky

blouse with a rose pattern that hangs off a wooden hanger; Maria points at a midriff-

baring tank top that is stretched over an ebony-colored mannequin; but I watch the

way neither of them smiles nor shows their teeth today. Even Jane's comments

"How nifty is that? High heeled shoes for the pre-teen set!" and "I heard that white is

now permissible after Labor Day, so what do you think girls? Should we give these

slacks a whirl?"seem as if they're being spoken by a ventriloquist whose hand is

shoved through the muscles of her back and clamped onto her spine. His fingers are

working up her vertebrae. His index finger tugs on her vocal cords.

When we try on our outfits, I make sure to hurry into a different changing

room than Maria, closing the cheap wooden door with the white slats behind me. She

doesn't object, which is the only indicator that maybe, just maybe, she's upset by the

kiss instead of fascinated by it like I am, by the strange way our lips almost fit

together. Our lips seem to be the only part of our bodies that have the same general

shape.

In the past, Maria always chuckled then wiggled her way in next to me to

change, even though she knows I hate any kind of room that leaves my pasty fat body

exposed under lights, in front of mirrors, in front of other people. Together, we pulled
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the clothes off our hangers, handed each other the sweaters or dresses, folded the price

tags so they didn't scratch our necks or wrists. We used to bang into one anotherher

flat stomach bumping my flabby one, our hipbones smacking together the tiniest bit

and we never had to speak. We just nodded at what belonged in the "yes," the "no,"

the "maybe" categories. Maria usually nodded "no" at me, even though I was

supposed to find three outfits, and I ended up with a heaping pile of splish-splashed

colors at my feet. I nodded mostly "yes," of course, with a "no" thrown in now and

then for good measure. She looked beautiful in almost everything. Once in a while, I

actually caught myself in the mirror by accident, and started biting my nails or

pinching myself, covering my breasts and stomach and privates with my arms. And

I've always picked dark bras and panties, not flesh-colored ones like Maria, because I

worry I'll see my reflection and for a few seconds think I'm naked but without

nipples, pubic hair, anything womanly.

Today, after we move into separate rooms, I glance up at the top of the

dividing wall. I hope to see her peeking over it at me, smiling and winking, telling me

that our friendship is definitely a "yes." She's nowhere in sight, but immediately after

glancing back down I hear the doorknob rattle. I smile and crack it open but Jane

stands there, not Maria. I'm holding a red cardigan. My purple bra is hanging off my

right shoulder. Jane nods, scoots inside with me, and sighs. Jane has never seen me

so nearly naked before, and I don't like how she scans me up and down like I'm one of

the department store mannequins. I've never seen Jane naked, either, never frumpy or

imperfect. The closest I've gotten is that first time she let me into the Peters' house

three days after Adam Adams returned Maria, when I lay on Maria's bed and held her
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front door without makeup, and she wasn't smiling. She must have been feeling guilty

for napping while Maria tiptoed past her, so she could meet me at the park. I doubt

Jane has taken a single nap since. But I remember thinking thateven though I could

see uncovered wrinkles around her lips and eyesshe looked more normal than usual,

more like someone who would read Cosmo instead of writing the articles.

Jane adjusts my bra, sifts through the hangers, and points out her favorites.

Oddly enough, we don't share a word, keeping up the ritual I always shared with

Maria. Maybe Jane's ventriloquist is keeping everything hushed and focused on the

assignment at hand. I don't hear movement in the next stallMaria must be listening,

holding her breath. I hold my breath too, trying to listen to her listening. Jane finally

leaves the room, the "no" pile in a heap on the floor, the "yes" pile hanging over my

right forearm. I glance up at the dividing wall again, and gasp. There's a slight

rustling, a quiet sliding down of something on the other side of the wall. I suddenly

imagine George Patimkin watching me, wanting me to slide down both bra straps as

he tries to decide if I'm ugly or even the littlest bit pretty, then getting bored and

returning to Maria.

I wish I remembered lots of things about George from when he was alive, so I

could use my sleuthing skills to determine if he's the kind of ghost who'd be perverted

enough to spy on a helpless girl like me. I barely have any memories of him at all,

actuallybefore he got sick he was just another boy that ignored me at Cherokee

Heights Middle Schooland in my one real memory of George Patimkin, I was the

one spying on him in a stall, not the other way around.
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We'd been sitting in Mr. Jacob's science room. It was the day we learned

about the locusts' seventeen-year hibernation, only two weeks before George passed

away and three weeks before Christmas. The room was dark, and the projector

flashed a beacon of light up on the cloth screen in front of the blackboard, catching

swirls of dust in its path. A locust pushed its way up from its shell, its new skin

sticking to the crackly old one. Its wings lay wet and flat against its back as it

squirmed and wiggled. The projector was moved just a touch too far to the left, so the

image spilled over onto the faces of my classmates on the left-hand side of the first

row, blurry but bright against their foreheads, noses, cheeks, and necks. As Mr.

Jacobs informed us that this next summer we'd have a chance to watch the miracle of

the locusts ourselves, George Patimkin and I raised our hands at exactly the same

moment. His slipped up from the shadows and into the path of the projector, looking

giant and distorted against the white cloth. Mine stayed in the dark. George had been

sick with leukemia for a year already, and the chemotherapy had made chunks of his

hair fall out. He wore a '49ers baseball cap, always backward. He'd lost some

weight, and his shirts hung off his bony arms in a way that I wished mine would on

me. He sat six rows up from me, and to my right. Maria sat to my right, as well, but

two rows behind me, and to this day I haven't told her about what happened. The

darkness kept me from wanting to focus on anyone but George Patimkin and Mr.

Jacobs.

Our teacher was a kind manhis soft voice reminded me of flutes, and he

always wore comfy-looking wool vestsand he allowed George and me to be

excused to use the restroom at the same time. "You might miss the end of the film
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the shell." A few students turned their heads as we stood up quietly. I followed

George outhe snagged the hail pass off the hook by the doorand I worked my way

past the plastic human skeleton and the tank with the boa constrictor, which was

curled up into a figure eight, maybe asleep but maybe watching me. By the time I

made it out of science classI never turned around to look at MariaGeorge

Patimkin was halfway down the hail, walking too quickly. It was then I realized he

might not have to pee; he might have to throw up.

After I finished in the girls' room, I stopped at the drinking fountain and bent

down to take a sip, pulling my long hair back from my face with one hand. As I

turned the nozzle and sipped from the gentle spray, I heard crying coming from the

boys' room to my left. I raised my head and let go of the drinking fountain's nozzle.

The water finished splashing into the porcelain basin, and I stood up, letting go of my

hair. My curls gently fell down again past my shoulder blades. George's crying

echoed around from the corner of the boys' room. I focused my gaze on the universal,

stick figure boy symbol on the tiled wall in front of me as I listened. I should have

just gone back to class and taken my seat and tried to catch the end of the film strip.

Instead, I walked toward the wall, where it turned sharply right and into the bathroom.

I hadn't heard a teenage boy cry before, not that I can remember anyway, and he

sounded so different than when baby boys cry, almost more innocent and

unsuspecting. I peeked my head around the corner and scanned the blue tiled walls

and floor, the white ceiling with the black mold growing in a cauliflower shape around

the vents. I glanced at the sinksone of them dripped, dripped, dripped
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methodicallyand then looked past the urinals and the automatic hand dryers. I saw

George's feet underneath the blue stall closest to the entrance, about ten yards in front

of me. The shoelaces were untied, for whatever reason, on both of his scuffed

sneakers. His pants were pulled up, and his legs shook a little as he cried. I didn't

hear him throwing up.

After another minute, he stoodI didn't hear a belt buckling, or the toilet

flushingand he cracked open the stall door. He kept his head down and moved to

the sink with the dripping faucet, and washed his face of the tears. The hail pass was

tucked into his back pocket. He used one of his sleeves to wipe his eyes andfor the

briefest of momentshe touched his baseball cap. I hated myself for wishing he'd

take it off, so I could see his patchy skull. George sighed and turned around, and I

didn't moveI felt like stone, like glass, I couldn't decide how breakable I was that

dayand he saw me and stopped. He blinked a few times. I felt embarrassed, my

face flushed red, and as he approached me I glanced down at his sneakers squeaking

against the tiles, so unlike the noises ghosts must make while they float. His untied

shoelaces dragged behind his feet.

He stopped in front of me and I think I asked, "Are you okay?" or "What

happened?" or "Do you need me to get Mr. Jacobs?"

He smiled at me, I know that much. He said, "I had the nightmare again, the

one with the starfish."

"Starfish?" I asked.

He nodded at me. "Yes, the one with all the starfish caught in the tree

branches."
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him more about the starfish, about what species of tree they dangled in from their five

pointy and spiny arms, what color they were, orange like on my beach towel, white

like the moon, a faded yellow like old newspapers maybe. We walked back to class

together, yes, that definitely happened, and he never stopped to tie his shoes. George

Patimkin might have touched my hand on the waysqueezed it a little, telling me, it's

okay, Amanda, it was just a dream, I'm not going to die todayand when we returned

and he hung the hail pass on the hook and we moved into the darkness, I glanced only

once in Maria's direction, but I couldn't see her staring at me.

George Patimkin passed away two weeks later. Mr. Jacobs told us in science

class, in fact, with the lights on and the projector nowhere in sight. And I remember

glancing outside the classroom's window, as soon as he mentioned George's name, to

the snow that covered the barren oaks and sycamores and maples, how the sharp

icicles hung down from the branches, ready to break free and crack into someone's

skull and spill his or her blood into the snowdrifls of the school's courtyard. There

were no starfish in the trees, no one in sight at all except a lonely snowman with no

face and no buttons, only two stick arms that bent in opposite directions. Someone

had stuck a red woolen hat on top of the faceless snowman's head; it sat lopsided,

ready to be blown off at any second, carried up, maybe, into the trees. "He's gone,"

Mr. Jacobs said, "he's moved on." And I turned my gaze from outside and looked at

Maria and she smiled sadly at me, her hair hanging over her eyes so I couldn't quite

read her expression. I think she was crying. Yes, I think she had tears in her eyes, and

she did nothing to wipe them away.
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"Hurry up there, Mandy!" Jane yells from somewhere far away, but maybe as

close as the other side of the changing room door. "Snap, snap! We have a schedule

to keep!"

I glance down and realize that I have the pile of "yes" clothes by my stomach,

and I've moved in front of the mirror, my forehead against it. The pressure of my

stomach against the glass is holding up the clothes. I'm so close to the mirror that I

can see the red veiny trails in my eyes. My reflection is cold. I shake and step away

from myself and hold up the clothes and reach for the door.

I step outside the changing room. Maria stands across from me with her hands

behind her back, leaning against one of those fold-out contraptions with three mirrors

so you can examine yourself from numerous angles. Her reflections fold in on

themselves on either side of her, spiraling on and on until she's just little black points

at the backs of the mirrors. Jane is nowhere in sight.

"You got your three outfits?" Maria asks. She shifts her weight, and all the

little black points shift too, jutting out from her shoulders. Something shimmers

behind her, almost not in sync with the rest of her images, something a little blacker.

The changing room door slowly swings shut behind me, and one of the

wooden slats bumps my head. "Let's go home," I say.

A half hour later, in the early afternoon, the three of us step out of West

Towne's automatic doors and into the blinding sun. Jane clutches all our shopping

bags in both her hands. She immediately winces and holds one bag up, shadowing

half her face, turning her into a mime. "Well, that stings a little, doesn't it?" She

moves the bag a little to her left and points with her index finger toward a star that
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burns bright, even though the rest of the sky lounges in a calm blue. "That's Venus, I

believe. I can't believe she's out at this time of day." She pauses, and I feel the

exclamation points drop away. It catches me off guard; I bite the inside of my cheek.

Other shoppers scuttle past us toward their cars in the parking lot to escape the heat. I

curl and uncurl my toes in my sneakers, then step up next to Jane, stopping so my toes

hang an inch over the sidewalk's curb, almost touching the asphalt. "You know what

the astronomers call Venus when you see her during the day?" She turns a little and I

snip, snip, snip so that I'm burying myself right into her pupils. I hear Maria catch her

breath behind me. "Lucifer." I flinch. It's too bright and beautiful to be thinking

about the Devil right now. Grandma Anne comes to visit next week, and I might have

to hear about him then. At least Grandma Anne talks about God, too, how He always

wins over the Devil in the end. "That's right," Jane continues. "She's referred to as

Lucifer when she's a morning star." It's early afternoon, but I don't correct Jane. I

like the way the imaginary ventriloquist tugs away those exclamation points and

makes her talk like the rest of us, even if it's just for a minute. "Funny that she's only

a woman at night, when the darkness rules everything." Maria starts breathing again,

and I unbuiy myself from Jane's pupils and swing around toward my best friend. Not

a single shadow covers her, and suddenly my power sweeps back over me, a crackle

along my nerves, in my fingertips. For maybe the first time in four years I'm not

jealous when I look at Maria. She just radiates next to methose bright eyes, that

tiny waist, her perfectly combed and ironed hairand I feel proud to stand next to her.

I smile, and she smiles back, and we both nod at the same time. Then Jane taps me on

the shoulder and says, "It's time to go, girls! Let's get a move on or we'll scorch to
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death!" The moment echoes away. Maria lowers her head, and her eyelashes flutter.

I turn away quickly because she's suddenly too pretty for her own good.

Jane drops me off at homeshoving my bag into my handsand she speeds

off in a blur like always, probably afraid that a million spiders will scuttle quickly

down the walls of my building, hide under her car by clinging to the muffler or

exhaust pipe, and follow her into her house. They'll weave webs on the ceilings, then

lower themselves down onto Jane and Mr. Peters and Maria when the family is least

expecting it. I stare at the backs of Jane and Maria's heads as the Beamer turns the

corner of Wooddale Street. Maria is tilted toward her mother, close, almost intimate.

Upstairs and inside, Mom is lying on the couch. Her eyes are open; she must

have just woken up from a nap. Her hair is fanned out around her, and her arms are

crossed over her chest, reminding me for the briefest flicker of George Patimkin in his

coffin, lying there so peacefully with the red rose right over his heart. Mom's hoop

earrings sit on the table. The television is shut off.

"Hi honey," she says, rubbing her eyes. "You get some nice things this go-

round?"

"Not as nice as that sweater you got me, but they'll do," I say, even though she

picked the sweater up at the Salvation Army over nine months ago, before my

springtime clothes-hunt with Jane. That sweater was pretty, caramel-colored, knitted,

soft. I never wear it because there are tiny holes in the bottoms of both sleeveslike

its previous owner was unraveling room for easy thumb accessbut I make sure to

keep it nicely folded in the bottom drawer of my dresser. I can't remember what the

clothes inside my shopping bag look like. "What time do you work today?"
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"Almost one."

"Shit. I'm late. My shift's at one-thirty."

"Want me to fix you a sandwich?"

"No, no. I'll be fine."

I smile and perch on the arm of the couch, lowering the shopping bag and

tucking it against the couch's side so Mom doesn't have to look at it anymore.

"Me too, I'm fine," I say, even though she didn't ask. I can't smell any vodka

from here. The bottle hasn't moved from its place on the shelf in ten days, unless she

moved it before I got home today. There's just enough for that one drink left. Mom

hasn't once brought up the near-empty bottle, or the pot smell, or me wrapped in the

curtains. I haven't brought up CommuniCentral, breath mints, anything alcohol

related. If we talk about one of us, then we'll have to talk about the other.

She scoots up a little, so her back presses against the opposite arm. She's

sitting right where I sat before Maria made me move over, before she possibly ruined

everything for our friendship forever. I rest my hand on the back of the couch, where

Tommy's head rested. I can almost still feel Maria's lips on mine, the softness of

them.

"I'm sure you'll look really pretty in those outfits," Mom says.

I want to answer right away, say something casual to keep things light, but I

stay silent for a minute instead. I'm trying to remember what the clothes look like.

The silence stretches out, circling the couch, and I long for anythingthe snap-crack-
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action.

"Grandma Anne will be jealous when she gets here," I finally say, a comment

that's anything but light. "She'll mention how she could have knitted them for me."

It might be a mistake to bring up my grandmother because I know the refrigerator will

get stocked before she arrives. Mom will remember she has another excuse to buy

vodka.

I stand from the arm of the couch too quickly, and almost lose my balance.

"I'm going to get a glass of lemonade. I'll get one for you too."

Mom turns her head so her hair falls in her face, something I used to do just

like her only a month ago. We look so much alikeour hair, our eyes, our

cheekbones, our weightbut I've just gotten rid of one of those things, maybe the

most important one. Still, we can drink lemonade together, sucking down something

sugary and bad for you.

"I haven't seen Maria in a while," Mom says, maybe getting back at me for

bringing up Grandma Anne. "You two doing all right?" But maybe she just cares

about me, wants some answers, wants to comfort me.

I turn toward the kitchen. "We're more than all right," I say. "We're perfect."

But I know things can't keep going on like this, I can't keep wondering if Maria loves

me or hates me or worries about us. That crackle of energy I felt again for a second at

West Towne will only come back, grow stronger, if I know where I stand with her.

And there might be one way to figure that out, to calm me down, to remind me that

my page 24 betrayal counts for something.
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The next morning, the Peters' almost-mansion rises too high into the pale blue.

No one stands in any of the windows, face pressed against the glass to spy on me. I've

decided to check the Worry Pouch while Maria and Jane are at West Towne for their

Wednesday ritual, to see if she has written something and tucked it inside. Maybe

something about what she really thinks of meour friendship, the kiss. I glance to

my right. There are no cars in the driveway, but Jane's Beamer could be parked

behind the garage door if she's changed her mind today for some reason.

I climb up the steps in the center, not reaching for one of the railings like Maria

always does, and I knock on the oak door. Seconds later, a shadow shifts behind the

left-side stained glass pane. I wait for a minute and no one answers, but the shadow

moves slightly back and forth, as if rocking on its heels, deciding if it wants to let me

in. I knock once more and, finally, the shadow disappears and the door swings open.

Gabriella Diaz stares at me, wiping her hands on her apron. Her apron string has

somehow worked its way from being tightly knotted in the back to resting over her

right hip, loose and dangly. Smeared across the white cotton are stains of sauce, some

spicesoregano maybe, or basiland something coppery-looking, too dark to be

food.

"I was supposed to meet Maria here," I lie. I don't have an apron to wipe my

hands on, so I dangle them in front of me, clenching and unclenching my fingers,

almost wishing that I stood closer to the railing so I could cling to it.

"None of the Peters are home," Gabriella says, eyeing me up and down with

suspicion, not her usual sympathy. "Although Mr. Peters will stop by soon for some
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cookies." Gabriella has never opened the front door before. Then again, I've never

stopped by when I knew Maria wasn't going to be home. Gabriella's black hair,

peppered with gray, is pulled back into a tight bun today. I'm not quite sure how long

it is anymore. The lines around her eyes seem deeper, more carved out than usual.

Maria wouldn't like me standing out on these steps, talking to and examining her.

"Can he eat cookies?" I ask. "With his diabetes, I mean?"

Gabriella stops wiping her hands and narrows her eyes at me. "Come in if

you'd like a few of them. I have to get back to the kitchen. Something's burning on

the stove."

I bite my lip and glance behind me, at the railing. The air lies so still, maybe

listening, and for less than half a second I wonder if air can dieit is made partly of

oxygen, after alland maybe a chunk of the atmosphere has just curled up and seeped

down into the ground beneath the Peters' semi-palace. I shiver away the thought and

look back at Gabriella,, but she's already turned around and started walking toward the

kitchen. The front door sways on its hinges, ever so gently, even though it's made of

oak and there's no breeze. I step inside and look around the foyerno Jane to greet

me, to lock the door behind me, so I close it almost all the way, leaving a tiny crack of

spaceand quickly hurry after Gabriella.

She shuffles through the kitchen's threshold, and as I step into the room behind

her I'm hit with the rich smell of something I don't recognizeit's part garlic, part

sugar, part of an ingredient I've never tasted before. It's musky, earthy, almost the

smell of wet autumn leaves after a rainstorm, when you kick them up with your shoes.

Wisps of steam drift above the stovetop and oven; dark liquid boils out from under the
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cover of a large silver pot, snaking down the sides and hissing as it meets the burner.

Gabriella pauses at the stove, places a hand on her lower spine, and bends back a little,

cracking it. She then picks up the ladle, uncovers the pot, and starts stirring. Heavier

strips of steam cloud together and burst toward the ceiling.

"Cookies are on the table," she says without turning around, pressing her

stomach lightly against the oven handle. "They're Mr. Peters' favorite."

"Thank you, Gabriella," I say, heading that way. The plate of sugar cookies

sits in the center of the table, arranged in circles, one layer on top of the other. I pick

one up, but it crumbles a little, the flecks sprinkling onto my shirt. I set the cookie

down and pick up another, cupping it with my other hand to make sure it doesn't

break. "These look delicious," I say, biting into the sugar, loving the way it gently

grinds against my teeth and sticks to my gums.

Gabriella and I don't speak for a couple minutes. I eat a second cookie, then a

third, then a fourth, looking around the Peters' kitchen. It's a little more disorderly

than usual because of Gabriella' s cooking extravaganza. Chopped carrots and celery

lie in tiny bits on a wooden cutting board. Heads of lettuce are lined up to the right of

the sink; some of the lettuce leaves are scattered on the counter, a few on the floor. A

puddle of water has pooled next to the lettuce leaves beside the kitchen island, as if

Gabriella spilled a measuring cup and forgot to wipe up her mess. I feel almost

comfortable here, almost safe, so I relax my shoulders and lean against one of the

kitchen chairs, facing Gabriella. She ignores me while she works. She stirs the pot,

adds pinches of this or that to the mix. The steam tickles her face, making her sweat.

Strings of hair stick to her cheeks. She never swipes them back.
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Past her, on the other side of the stove, I notice a ratted and torn hemp

handbag. One of the handles looks nearly torn off where it meets the corner, near the

zipper. The bag is too ugly and abused to belong to anyone in the Peters family, and

seems too large, unnecessary. The sides are stretched from the inside with rounded

shapes and jagged points, everything still in there, lifeless.

I hold up my fifth cookie, cupping this one like the rest, but I probably

shouldn't eat it until I try to make just a little bit more conversation. Gabriella Diaz is

keeping my sugar tooth happy, after all.

"You miss your family?" I ask, looking at her.

She wipes her hands on the apron, but doesn't turn toward me.

"Gabriella? Do you miss your children, the ones who moved away?"

She sighs and pivots her head, keeping her body pressed against the oven

handle. "I still have my Antonio with me. The others are married." She offers a half-

smile and the lines disappear, slightly, from the corners of her eyes. "Antonio's a

good boy."

"I don't know him. He doesn't go to Cherokee Heights." I've been polite

enough, so I nibble a little, swallow, then ask, "Will he go to West High when he

graduates? Maria and me will be juniors when he's a freshman."

"Antonio will attend Saint Patrick's, over by Shepherd Cemetery."

"Oh, I see." I know the place. A bleached white statue of the Virgin Mary

prays with her eyes closed in front of the brick schoolhouse, twelve stone children

gathered at her feet, staring up at her expectantly. If you stand directly in front of

Mary's clasped hands and look to your right, you'll see Shepherd Cemetery a block
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mingle too closely together. Five or six marble mausoleums break up the mix.

Antonio will probably play hooky at least one day during his first year of high

school. He'll step off the bus, bagged lunch in hand, and then scurry around the side

of Saint Patrick's. He'll run to the cemeterynot knowing exactly what guides him

and find a hole in the fence. He'll shimmy past the wire, take a deep breath, and start

exploring. He'll walk by wilted bouquets of flowers. Cherubs with cracked wings

will perch on tombstones, and he'll leave his lunch for one of them at its feet. He'll

pick the one whose mouth is open the widest in a smile or scream because this cherub

is the hungriest, the one who's starving. Other mourners might stop their mourning to

stare at Antonio. If it's a foggy day, and the mourner is an old man or woman with

bad eyesight but good superstitions, they'll think he's their loved one returned, ready

to comfort and talk about the logistics of the afterlife. Antonio will pass them,

shrugging, disappointing them. Eventually he'll end up at George Patimkin's grave

and he'll read the inscription and maybe cry a little, because he'll be the same age as

George Patimkin was when he died. He may kneel and pray above that casket holding

the other boy's body; he'll recite the Our Father or the Hail Mary or make up his own

prayer, the Dead-But-Don't-Understand-Why-God-Does-This-to-Children prayer.

He'll understand the dead boy better than I ever could because he's a boy, too.

I don't know what George Patimkin's gravestone says'BELOVED SON' or

'CHILD OF CHRIST' or something about starfishbecause I've never stepped inside

Shepherd Cemetery, or any other cemetery for that matter. I'll stick to graveyard

scenes in movies and reenactments on Mom's forensic investigator programs.
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Graveyards make me think too much about death as it is, from old age to disease to

motorcycle accidents to electrocution to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome to bee stings,

but I know if I walked through a real cemetery I'd start suffocating on all the

possibilities of ways that me or my mom or Maria or my dad might die, and I'd rather

stick to thinking about strangers meeting God because I can handle those possibilities,

at least a little bit. I'm afraid that Maria will want me to sneak out with her in the

middle of some night so we can find that same hole in the fence and smoke ajoint and

do seances and call to the demons who need someone to channel them. But those

stone and bronze statues would scare me too much; they're always rusted in horror

movies; they watch you, even if their eyes are closed. In cemeteries, flesh and bones

are sinking further and further into the earth. And the trees look more human than

they do in other places; their arm-branches look ready to grab you, pluck you up, and

draw you to them. You'll get plastered against the sap and you'll see that it's not sap

at all, but blood and tears, and the bark will crack open and the tree-mouth will suck

you into the trunk, licking at you with leaf-tongues.

"I walk by Saint Patrick's sometimes," I say once I realize too much silence is

passing between Gabriella and me. But she's already turned back to the stove, still

smiling.

She says, "Leave the rest of the cookies for Mr. Peters. He'll be back any

minute."

I nod too quickly. I need to hurry up to Maria's room. "I'll be right back," I

say. "Maria borrowed that sweater of mine." I immediately realize I messed up my

undercover mission; Maria never wears sweaters, and I'd told Gabriella I came here to
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the kitchen, a flash of Maria's face slices through me. In the flash she's pale as a

ghost one instant, and in the next her face flushes dark and coppery, the color of the

sauce on Gabriella' s apron. I think that in Shepherd Cemetery Maria's face might

melt into milk-white or saucy-red or maybe both, one layered over the other, an

eclipse.

I walk quickly through the foyer and up the stairs and down the second floor

hallway. I stop at Jane and Mr. Peters' open bedroom door. I peek inside, folding my

arms across my chest, and scan my eyes over the king-sized bed. The silk comforter is

folded down in a perfect, sharp crease below the silvery down pillows. I could dive

into those pillows and fall right asleep. To the left of the bed, Jane's armoire rests

next to the antique dresser, which is covered with a white lace cloth that reminds me

of the canopy over Maria's bed. Bottles of perfume, tubes of lipstick, compacts, and

foundation sponges lie scattered over the lace, as if Gabriella doesn't have Jane's

permission to organize anything dealing with beauty, aging, cover-up. Maria and I

used to play dress-up here not even five years ago, and we'd stare deep into the oval

mirror as we perched on the cushioned stool, tilting it so we could examine

cheekbones, necklines, and the fullness of our lips. The last time I set foot in here I

was nine, maybe ten years old, and we rummaged through Jane's wardrobe and found

her feather boas and draped them over our necks and pretended we were childhood

movie stars, divas, famous somebodies. We used her parents' bed as a catwalk; the

mirror was our audience.
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This room looks so different from my mother's. Mom keeps her clothes

shoved into plastic boxes with pop off lids. Half her clothes in the closet have fallen

off their hangers and lie in tangled heaps on the floorboards. My fourth grade picture

hangs in a black frame above her bed. I'm smiling wide; my hair is sticking up; one

eye is half-blinking at the eternal photographer. I have to admit I look happy; I

remember that the photographer handed me a lollipop and told me to sit up straight,

that's a good girl, now say Cheese and Happy and Queen. My mother's king-sized

bedthe one she and my father shared in the house on Singer Avenuesits in the

center of her bedroom, cramping space. She never tucks in the corners of her sheets.

They hang over the sides, touching the floor, hiding the scale. At least my mother's

room looks lived in and appreciated. Jane and Mr. Peters' bedroom reminds me of a

hotel roomhalf-alive, more in-between things, filled with people who know they'll

soon move on to other destinations.

Arms still crossed over my chest, I step backone of Mr. Peter's striped ties is

curled on the floor like a silk snakeand continue on my way to Maria's room. I

pause at her closed doorwhat if the bogeyman is there, napping on top of her

canopy, and he snaps his eyes open when I enterbut then I lower my arms and grab

the knob and open the door and step inside. No. The bogeyman isn't hovering,

waiting, as far as I can tell. The porcelain dolls on the shelf stare, unblinking, with

their black eyes. The teddy bear is slumped over in the rocking chair near the

window, head lolling to the side, as if someone has broken his neck.

All is suddenly silent down below, in the kitchen. I don't hear the rattling of

cooking utensils, the hissing of liquid on the burner. I don't waste any time hurrying
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tornado-styleand I slip my hand under the left-hand pillow. My fingertips brush

against the Worry Pouch, and I grip it, yank it forward. I shudderwhat if there is a

note inside, and Maria has scrawled in her large, bubbly handwriting: "My biggest

worryMy friendship with Amanda is over. I don't love her anymore. How do I tell

her?"but I pluck the bag up, open it wide, and reach inside without looking down.

The tip of my index finger slices against the edge of a sheet of paper. I wince as a

sharp pain flutters across my skin. I pull my hand out and hold it up, cupping my

fingers like I'm holding onto something. A drop of blood bubbles and slides, slowly,

to my knuckle. I nod my head; good, the cut is tiny, more a paper prick than anything

else. I reach my other hand inI don't want to smear blood anywhere as evidence

and I feel around a second time, only touching the one wrinkled sheet. Empty. Safe.

No worries. I don't need to pull that sheet out because it has to be the instructions, not

something else that's sadder, scarier, the end of a friendship.

I sigh, cinch the Worry Pouch tight, and stuff it back beneath her pillow in the

same spot where I found it. When I look up I notice that the one cup from the tea set

is still tipped over on the windowsill. I walk over to the window, avoiding staring at

the slumped teddy bear, and I rest my handthe one with the paper prickon top of

the cup. I trace my index finger around the rim, leaving a faint pinkish trail. Maria

may use this cup again someday, and she'll fill it with lemonade or soda or real tea,

and she won't know that when she sips from it traces of me are slipping into her

mouth, past her taste buds and down her throat, making her remember that we're the
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swimming inside her veins.

But when I grip the handle and flip the cup upright, something rattles in there.

I frown and lean down, peeking. A cockroach lies in the bottom, flipped onto its black

crunchy back, legs sticking straight up. The inside of the teacup is dusty; a layer of

grime coats the bottom, circling the insect. How could Gabriella Diaz have forgotten

to clean the inside of this cup? If my grandmother were here with me at this moment,

rather than arriving next week, she'd say that the insides of things get filthy too, and

need proper dusting and scrubbing. Shaking, I set the cup down next to the others,

forming a proper tea set again. Then I grab the plastic pineapple and place it next to

the apple, pear, and banana in the bowl. Maria will think that Gabriella decided to do

a little housecleaning, even though it's not Monday or Thursday. I suddenly can't

stand seeing our childhood tea set so easily ignored.

I turn too quickly from the window, and my foot catches on the rocking chair.

I stumble, sending the chair rocking. The teddy bear slides forward in the seat, knocks

against one of the armrests, and then flops facedown onto the floor. The chair sways

back and forth, one of the feet thudding gently into the bear's right arm. I leave him

there, scurrying across the room, not looking back as I reach for the door. I'm about

to open it and hurry into the hallway, but I pause to stare at Maria's white oak dresser,

the way the top drawer is cracked open a notch.

I've never looked in her dresser before, not even once, because all those

beautiful size two clothes are probably mish-mashed together in one big pile, and

they'd overwhelm me. But that open drawer calls to me today; it's the one thing
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besides Maria's sheets and the tea cup with the cockroach that's out of order, not

perfect, in this room. Just for a second, I think, I'll look for just a moment even

though things are still so quiet downstairs.

I take a breath and step in front of the dresser, thankful no mirror hangs above

it to catch myself in. The wooden arms that would support the frame have been empty

for years. Maria told me she "accidentally" flipped the mirror upright those four

summers ago, and it cracked against the wall behind it and shattered, and her father

cleaned up the glass and unhooked the frame and stored it in the garage. I grab both

knobs andhesitating, doubting I should be hereslide open the drawer. Flesh-

colored panties and bras are crammed into the right-hand side. Tan nylons and

rainbow-colored socks lie in a pile on the left. I slowly pick up one pair of panties,

rub the silk between my fingers, and shiver. Then I drop the panties, but they land on

the edge of the drawer, hover, slip off, glide to the ground. I crouch to get them, but

notice they've landed on another bleach stain, like the one downstairs on the Oriental

rug.

The stain is partially covered by the panties and partially hidden underneath

the dresser's bottom drawer, which rests about a foot and a half off the floor. The

dresser is perched on four wooden legs. I lower myself to my knees, push the panties

aside, and bend over to stare at the tiny stain's bubbly shape, bubbly like Maria's

handwriting. I trace it. My fingers disappear out of sight beneath the dresser, and

slide against something filmy and wrinkly, a bubblegum wrapper maybe. I glance at

the doorokay, this will have to be quick, it doesn't take forever to find a sweater

then tilt my head down. I pull out the item. Yes, it's a bubble gum wrapper, a pink
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and green one, for Maria's new favorite watermelon flavor. I lie down on my

stomachwhat else hasn't been cleaned in this room? and turn away from the

panties and press my face against the carpet stain so I can peer beneath the length of

the dresser. There are about a dozen gum wrappers, different colors, lying amongst

tons of dust balls. I sigh and caress everything.

Behind the wrappers and dust, on the other side of the dresser, I see that a

corner of the pink wallpaper has peeled up from the baseboard at the spot where two

strips meet. A flash of the black-and-white wallpaper in Tommy and Philip's

apartment flickers through me, how it reminded me of prison clothes. The corner of

this paper is curled up like a tongue, exposing the wall behind it. There are too many

shadows for me to make out the exact color of the paint on the wall, but I think it's a

sky blue. I reach past the wrappers and wiggle my fingers, but they just barely graze

the edge of the curled tongue, so I grunt and raise my face from the stain. I grab the

panties and stand, quickly dropping Maria's underwear into the drawer and shutting it

completely.

Then I move around the right-hand side of the dresser and tug one, two, three

times until it slides two, four, six inches away from the wall. I crouch down again and

gently pull up the dried, crackly wallpaper with one hand. With my other hand I touch

the wall. It's still darkthe light from the bulb doesn't quite make it all the way back

herebut I can tell that the paint is definitely a light blue, and flaky with age, and

bumpy, as if painted by a child, or someone in a hurry. I spread my hand wide over

the bluewhat if I were to tear just a tiny bit more of this tongue to see what other

colors are underneath?but then I hear the slight creak, of a door, or maybe someone
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slowly making his or her way up the staircase. I quickly stand and tug the dresser

almost all the way back into placeat least five out of the six inchesand hurry to

the door and slip outside and close the door behind me. No one is in the hallway. I

shake the handle to make sure it won't pop open, and then walk quickly past Maria's

parents' room and down the stairs.

I don't stop in the foyer, even though I notice that the front door is open a

notch more than I left itit must be the non-breeze, the dead air pushing up beneath

the Peters' home and fiddling with those well-oiled hingesso when I return to the

kitchen and see Mr. Peters standing on the other side of the island from Gabriella, who

faces him, I gasp and cross my arms over my chest again and lean against the

doorframe. That rich, unidentifiable smell hits me full force.

Mr. Peters snaps his head up, bracing one hand against the island and halting

his other in mid-air, half-eaten sugar cookie in full view, He finishes chewing,

swallows, and says, "Amanda. Hello. Good to see you." He lowers his hand to his

side.

I look between him and Gabriella. Gabriella still leans against the oven handle

in profile to me, but the silver pot has been moved to a back burner. The burner is

turned off nothing sizzles and hisses anymore. She grips the ladle in one hand, turns

her head, and smiles at me, that shared-secret smile.

"I left something in Maria's room the other day," I say to him, even though I'm

still looking at Gabriella, refusing to step into the kitchen. "She told me it was okay if

I stopped by for it."
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Mr. Peters taps his fingers on the island countertop, drawing my attention to

them. His wedding ring glints a little, sparkly points of light. Behind him, the plate

still rests on the table, only two sugar cookies left. He managed to devour ten or

eleven cookies in just that many minutes.

He asks me, "What did you leave in her room?"

I stare down at my crossed arms, my empty hands, before looking back at him.

"Did you come in the front door?" I say.

He narrows his eyes then nods at me, shifting his weight so I can't see the

plate. I guide my eyes up from his hands to his arms to his shoulders to his neck. His

tie is looped so tightly around his neck I notice a raw red line, like that starched white

shirt might just decapitate him one of these days.

I add, "Do you like to use the front door?"

He nods again. "Only when I know I won't get into trouble from Maria's

mother." But he might get into trouble if he keeps eating those cookies. His blood

sugar level will go into overdrive, and he'll start hyperventilating, and he might drop

to the floor and twitch spastically as his body decides if it wants to keep fighting or

not. He'll end up in Shepherd Cemetery sooner than necessary.

I step forward, tentatively, glancing once more at Gabriella. Somehow she's

no longer standing at the stove and oven, but has moved silently toward the large

hemp handbag. Gabriella is staring at the bag, and smiling, but she must sense me

staring at her because she raises her head. The overhead kitchen light slices over her

cheekbones, making her glow. From where I stand, everything unfocused and

distorted suddenly, the butcher knife hanging from the rack over the kitchen island
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caresses the handbag.

I turn back to Mr. Peters and walk slowly toward him, forming a wide arc so

the cookies are in view again. I stop so there's a bubble of space still between us, a

bubble the size of a chalk drawing maybe.

"We put away a bad guy today who was blackmailing his boss," he says.

"He'd found out his boss was having an affair with a prostitute. He threatened to tell

the man's wife." I think about how Louise wasn't a prostitute, but Mom sure called

her a whore often enough. Maybe Mr. Peters and Gabriella are having an affair, too,

but I doubt it since Jane is way prettier than Gabriella. Jane is the Molly Ringwald of

Madison's middle-aged housewives. Gabriella is just a maid and probably can't even

afford a Cosmo subscription.

I point to the two remaining cookies. "Do you mind?" I say, pretending I

didn't hear him. I don't want to talk about prostitutes just now. Eating this cookie

seems much more delicious. There are no worries, at least in the Worry Pouch. Maria

and I are still best friends, aren't we, even if we're not talking right now? I swear I

hear Gabriella breathing behind me.

"Oh, be my guest," Mr. Peters says after the tiniest of pauses. He pivots, picks

up the cookies, and hands me one. I have a feeling he won't be debriefing this

moment with Maria and Jane.

"Cheers," I say, biting into my cookie. Mr. Peters bites into his. The chalk

drawing-bubble of space stays the same between us. I feel more than hear Gabriella

unzip the handbag, that subtle sliding of metal tooth against metal tooth. She must be
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leaning forward; she's no longer standing in the way of the knife. Mr. Peters stuffs the

rest of his cookie into his mouth, but I nibble slowly, not afraid of the open front door

in the foyer, even if my non-fear lasts for just a few seconds. The air might not be

dead in and around this house, after all, at least not all the time. The three of us are

breathing too heavily for that.

(Seven)

Mom flinches when the doorbell rings. Her coffee cup wobbles in her hand, a

line of black sloshing over the side and splattering onto the floor.

"I'll buzz her in," I say. Grandma Anne is here, right on schedule, from LA.

It's now August eighth, Tuesday morning a week later. I've kept my cookie binging

escapade to myself. My paper prick has healed up and disappeared. Maria and I are

still avoiding each other, so she hasn't had a chance to throw me even one suspicious

glance that says, "I know you were in my room, I know you don't trust me." I miss

her so much, the way she winks at me, asks me to read her the Worry Pouch

instructions, depends on me. I can't remember a time we've been away from one

another for so long. Even her kidnapping only lasted four days.

Mom sighs. "Let her up if you must." She sips from her chipped, black mug

that reads "FUCK THIS SHIT" in red capital letters on the side.

"Shouldn't we go down and help her with her bags?"

"Your grandmother is a strong, independent feminist, Amanda."

I shrug. "You're the one who said we were supposed to be her bellboys or

bellgirls or whatever." Mom takes another sip from her cup, and she looks so young
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to me, so like a daughter. I skip-walk over to her and peck her on the cheek.

"Remember, no fights this time."

Mom doesn't look me in the eyes, but stares instead to my right, probably at

the stove. The frying pan that she used to scramble the eggs sits unwashed, the spatula

leaning against the panhandle. Grandma Anne hates unclean things so much that she

washes her hands constantly, rubbing, rubbing sometimes until the skin on her

knuckles cracks and bleeds.

"And no swearing in front of her," I add. Grandma Anne once told me that

swearing is for rednecks and white trash. I didn't tell her that I feel the same way

about her red Lee press-on nails, which she wears all day long, and into the night.

Sometimes I try to imagine my grandmother sleeping with her hair fanned out on her

pillow, the sounds of alley cats and locusts slipping in the open window of her condo

as a dry and warm Californian wind tickles her face and arms and legs. Maybe in her

dreams she doesn't have to scrub away at everything, but she runs through jungles and

gets mud all over her body as she plays in the pockets of land where the rainwater has

gathered. There's nothing to clean in a jungle, only flowers and plants to grow and

nurture like I learned about in junior high biology, panthers and tigers to feed out of

the palm of your hand if you remain calm enough and don't show any fear. Maybe,

though, Grandma Anne dreams the opposite. Maybe she dreams that she chops down

all the trees with an axe and loves the sound of African Tulip or Elephant's Ear trees

cracking against the earth, and the Lady in White Datura wilts so its swirling ball

gown shape stops swirling, and the animals die of starvation, and she's left with barren

land. She builds thousands of houses, and she cleans every one over and over, moving
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from one to the next like clockwork, obsessively making sure every particle of dust is

wiped away for miles on end. She gets down on her hands and knees and presses her

face against the tiles, making sure they're spotless, spotless, pure.

I glance down at the small puddle of coffee. "Why don't you wipe that up?" I

say to Mom. "I'll head downstairs."

I hurry out the apartment's front door before Mom can answer me and I try to

ignore the "Susan Hicks will blow you for free" graffiti as I scamper down the stairs,

hoping Grandma Anne will ignore it too, and before I know it I'm opening the door to

our apartment building, a smile plastered on my face.

Grandma Anne is already smiling too. I can't tell if it's genuine or not.

"Hello, my precious child," she says. She's wearing a blue sequined jean jacket, size

two white slacks, and sandals. Her long gray hair bobs around her face in a new perm.

As always, she's wearing hoop earrings, just like my mother. "Give your grandma a

hug, won't you?"

Grandma Anne insists time and time again that she doesn't "do" kisses. She

reserved those for my Grandpa Pete only. She embraces everyone like they're fragile

twigs, patting them on the back, never settling her hands in one place, like she's afraid

she'll realize that people weigh something, they can be contained, heartbeats felt

pulsing through the layers of muscle and bone.

After she pats my shoulder blades and gently pushes me away from her, she

points to my hair and waves her index finger back and forth, a pendulum. "What's

going on here, Amanda?"
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I lamely say, "I cut my hair," then tuck a few stray curls over both ears. "I

mean, Karen at the salon cut it."

me."

Grandma Anne tsk-tsks and shakes her head. "This isn't really working for

"If you don't like it now, you should have seen it in June. You would have

really hated it."

She sighs, then: "Did your mother put you up to this?"

"No, Jane did. Jane Peters. Maria's mother?"

"That rich woman who's married to the lawyer?"

"She's not exactly rich, Grandma."

Grandma Anne holds up both hands, like she's about to accept communion or

something. "Well, I doubt the Peters live where there are so many spiders they should

be paying part of the rent."

Bitch, I think. Bitch. Bitch. Bitch.

"We cut our hair for a good cause," I say. "Maria and me. We gave it to

charity."

"Couldn't you just have given them some of your old clothes or your favorite

doll or teddy bear or something?" Grandma Anne clasps her hands together in front of

her, now looking like she's praying. Even though she's found Jesus, my grandmother

can still be one of those go-to-church-for-an-hour-on-Sundays-and-be-a-i erk-for-the-

rest-of-the-week kinds of people. Mom says Grandma Anne likes to bribe God by

dropping a fifly-dollar bill into the collection basket. During the dozen or so times she

guilt-tripped Mom into attending mass with her before I was born, Grandma Anne
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always left the bill unfolded, outside those little envelopes the priests gave her. The

next person in the pew could always see how much money she was donating to

Heaven. Mom hated being inside those churches; your voice, she says, echoes way

too loudly against the cathedral ceilings.

"I packed all my dolls away a long time ago, Grandma," I say, thinking back to

Maria's room, whichunlike like the rest of the Peters' homefeels focused in my

brain. Maria hasn't packed away her beady-eyed dolls or that slumped teddy bear,

which might still be lying on her floor. They're not trapped in my thought-fog, fuzzy

and far away.

Grandma Anne sighs and nods down at her side. I look at her bags. There are

two of themone big, which rolls on wheels and has a handle, another small, which

can easily be hoisted onto my shoulderand they're both made out of black leather.

"Let's get inside," she says. "This humidity is making me second-guess my

travel plans. Nothing is worse than a sweaty back underneath a two hundred dollar

blouse."

We amble up the stairs, the wheels of her larger bag knock-knock-knocking

against the cement. I walk on the left-hand side to cover the graffiti. Grandma Anne

grabs my wrist when we reach the apartment doordid I leave it open, or did Mom do

that?and we stop abruptly. She offers me a half-smile, an unsure tug of the lips.

She's nervous too, her fingers are pinching into my skin, and she is so much prettier

when she's not fake-smiling, when her shoulders are hunched forward a little.

"You ready to go inside, Grandma?" I ask. I smell incense burning, something

sweet, like cinnamon. I'm not even sure it's coming from our apartment.
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"Just give me a second to catch my breath," she answers, and she turns away

from me so I see her profile, the beautiful slope of her neck. Grandma Anne must love

Mom, at least a little. I'm sure she'll treat us to everything while she's visiting, like

she always does, and she'll leave Mom another padded envelope on the kitchen table

on her last day in town. And, a long time ago, she helped promote Mom's lemonade

stand, didn't she? She must not have minded the heat that summer day as she walked

along the gravel roads in Los Angeles, stabbing the signs down into the dirt, waving

off the flies and windblown dust.

Grandma Anne lets go of my wrist.

I bump the front door open.

Across the living room and through the kitchen doorway, I notice that the

coffee puddle has been wiped up. The breakfast pan is nowhere to be seen on the

stove.

My grandmother steps inside. I follow, immediately yanking the small bag off

my shoulder and shoving both bags up against the corner of the couch. The cinnamon

smell hits me full force, and a thin veil of incense smoke curves through the air,

hanging heavy near the living room window.

"Lila?" Grandma Anne calls out hesitantly. "Lila, honey?"

A moment later Mom steps into view in the kitchen, her body appearing cut in

half by the doorframe. She holds up a dishrag. "Hi, Mom. I was just finishing up a

few things in here."

Grandma Anne doesn't look at me before she walks toward the kitchen. Mom

takes a couple steps back. My grandmother slips through the doorway. She places
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one hand on my mother's shoulder. Mom turns her head, just the tiniest bit, and

stumble-walks out of my view. Grandma Anne moves forward. They're no longer in

sight, but I think I hear them hugging, a gentle sliding of fabric against fabric, the

subtle pat-pat-pat of my grandmother's hands on my mom's back.

AAA

Grandma Anne insists on cooking dinner for us, even after her long traveling

day. She scrounges together a few things from the cupboards"This just won't do,

this won't either, okay, this might come in handy"and then we make a quick trip to

the grocery store. She drives, naturally, terrified of Mom's motor vehicle skills but

still willing to comment on the clunky state of the Ford Taurus. Back at home, she

starts grating the mozzarella cheese, slicing tomatoes, and chopping up garlic for her

homemade spaghetti sauce. She'd refused to buy anything in a can. I hover in the

kitchen while she prepares the pasta, and I examine her hands as she washes

vegetables and sets the timer. Her hands are wrinkly, veiny; they move gracefully,

self-assured, like Gabriella Diaz's hands but a little more mechanically.

Mom watches television in the living room, entranced. Tonight's forensic

program is focused on the biological structure of DNA, which investigators collect at

the crime scenes. I overhear some specialist describing how the two strands of DNA

spiral around one another, and how DNA and genes are actually two separate things

that work in harmony to create human identities. Then some murderer who was

caught in the late '90's is interviewed. He wants to be cloned, he says, a second

version of him harvested in some test tube in a secret laboratory in the middle of the

desert in Nevada. This second-him will grow up in an adopted family, he continues,
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identity unknown, and the same urge to kill college coeds will pump through his

blood. He'll eventually fulfill Destiny, since the first version of him is in prison for

life with no chance of parole. I can't see the television from my perch on the kitchen

windowsill, but this guy sounds like he has long, scraggly, gray hair, a beard maybe,

and he's missing his two front teeth. One of his incisors is capped with gold, I bet; the

other is decayed, black. The interviewera man who sounds like he's in his mid-

forties and wears a toupeekeeps muttering responses like "Mm hrnm, how

fascinating," and "Can you tell us more about your childhood traumas?" and "We'll be

right back after this break to hear about our guest's newfound religion."

That evening, as shadows lengthen through the apartment, stealing pieces of

light from the room corners, the three of us sit around the table. Grandma Anne even

insisted on setting down the plates, the glasses, the napkins, and the silverware,

leaving nothing for us to contribute. Everything tastes delicious; I greedily devour the

pasta and the sauce and the garlic bread, while avoiding the steamed green beans.

Mom and Grandma Anne drink vodka tonics with their supper, the refrigerator stocked

as of yesterday. I have to hand my grandmother thatshe never has once, as far as I

know, commented on my mother's drinking habits.

I sip from my coca-cola, remembering briefly how only a few weeks before I

had the willpower to resist a hot chocolate with marshmallows, and I stay silent as my

mother and grandmother pretend to catch up on one another's lives. They string

together mini-conversations, trying to fill up the awkward silences.

A conversation starts: "How is Los Angeles treating you these days?"
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A conversation ends: "Well, I saw Nicole Kidman shopping with those dark-

skinned kids of hers at the Gap the other day. She seemed more like a Nordstrom's

kind of woman to me."

A conversation starts: "Have you gotten that promotion at CommuniCentral

yet, or are you still trying to convince Generation X that digital cable is the new

satellite dish?"

A conversation ends: "They keep passing me up for someone younger. But

they did move my cubicle to the west wing. I'm closer to the water cooler now."

After supper, we play a game of HeartsI want so badly to tell both my

mother and grandmother that I played Hearts with Maria and Tommy and Philip, but I

pinch myself whenever I get the urgeand I shoot the moon, gladly taking the Queen

of Spades into my pile of cards. When it's completely dark outside, when the moon

fills out bright above the next building in the complex, the three of us eat store-bought

cherry pie in the living room. My grandmother tsk-tsks and comments that she should

have baked a pie instead, even though she finishes her whole piece. My mother tells

her that she can make something for dessert the next night. Grandma Anne nods and

smiles as if she suspects that won't actually happen.

Then we're all quiet for a couple minutes, and the program still drones on in

the background as our forks clink and scrape against our plates. My grandmother

finally mutters, "Let's get rid of this racket," and she grabs the remote control with her

free hand and turns toward the television. Before she presses the "off' button, I hear

one of the commentators say, "Stay tuned tomorrow for our next Forensics File, and

how new cutting edge scientific breakthroughs have led to the capture of wanted child
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molester Ivan" and, then, click. The image of the commentatora middle-aged

man with a toupee, I was right after allfunnels down to a fine point of light in the

center of the screen that fades, fades, fades as I blink. Then there is only static

darkness. Grandma Anne sets the remote control down.

"Could we watch the rest of that?" I say, wonderingjust the tiniest bitwhat

the molester's last name is. "I want to see what they say about tomorrow's show."

Mom shakes her head at me. "It's time for some quiet. We'll just watch it

tomorrow, okay?" For the first time that day I notice she isn't wearing her hoop

earrings. She looks naked without them, exposed. She adds, "This is family time,

kiddo."

I glance once more at the television. I can almost hear that crazy murderer still

speaking, like his words are living things that have been transformed into touchable

pieces of magnetic energy in the room. I shiver, and shake, and settle my fork on my

plate.

Two hours later, for some reason, Grandma Anne decides to wish me

goodnight in my room, which she hasn't done in years. I'm already in bed, teeth

brushed and face washed. And even though it's still over seventy-five degrees

outside, I'm dressed in my sweatshirt and sweatpants. I've pulled my comforter up to

my chin, and my nightlight, shaped like a pyramid, burns bright to my left, down near

the floorboards. My grandmother walks through the doorway, one hand behind her

back, and sits on the far edge of the mattress as the hallway light bathes her from

behind. I glance between her and my Joni Mitchell poster, thinking about how much

Tommy loves Joni Mitchell and how maybe I should have played "Woodstock" for
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him after all. Maybe he is listening to her right now, writing the next chapter of his

novel, his wrist sore from moving his hand across the page. I sit up against the

headboard, curling my knees to my chest. I pull the comforter up with me, only a little

afraid that Grandma Anne will want to feel beneath my pillow for the Worry Pouch.

She says, "Your room is looking so..."

"So what, Grandma?"

"So mature. Mature is what I was thinking."

"I am fourteen, Grandma. I can't stay a kid forever."

She sighs, looks around for a minute, and rests her gaze on me. She's gone

blurry, undefined, in the soft and faded light. "These walls are still white. I like

thatthe whiteness."

"I hate the color white," I say. "It doesn't stand for anything."

She clucks her tongue, and pats her free hand on her knee. "White is the color

of purity. White is the color of wedding dresses."

I forgot to open my window tonight, so I can't hear any noises from outside.

I'd love to listen to the locusts' orchestras right now, before it's too late. They might

be getting ready to hibernate again, if they haven't gone underground already. I listen

to our breathing, our unmatched rhythms.

"Grandpa Pete must have liked your wedding dress," I say. "He must have

thought you looked really beautiful."

My grandmother smiles and nods. "Oh, yes. He wanted white everything for

our special day. I wore a beautiful silk dress that trailed out four feet behind me. I

wore a white veil that fell halfway down my back. There were white roses all over the
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church for the ceremony. I carried a bouquet of them down the aisle in one hand. My

father held my other hand, to give me away."

The only time I've seen so many roses was at George Patimkin's wake. What

would it have been like to have had white roses there instead of those dark red ones?

The black suit they buried him in might have clashed against the white, orthen

againmaybe it would have complemented it, a yin-and-yang sort of thing. I think

yin-and-yang refers to some Eastern religious philosophy that says everyone has

positive and negative parts; you aren't spiritually complete until you accept both the

light and dark halves of yourself. In any case, the flowers would have matched

George Patimkin' s pale face. And white makes me think of other pale things, like the

moon, and milk, and chalk drawings of corpses on the sidewalk that get washed away

in the rain.

I could ask my grandmother so many questions about her own parents, about

how far back our family history goes, what legends there are from the time of the

Mayflower, or from the hillsides in Europe before we crossed over to America, or

even further back, in the Garden, maybe, with Adam and Eve, if they even existed. As

I said, I've never been to church a day in my lifeMom and Grandma Anne

constantly argue about this, especially on the holidays, when Grandma Anne attends

her services alonebut I do know a bit about Catholicism from private talks with

Grandma Anne, kids at school, and the History Channel. If Eve was the original

mother, then she was the original grandmother too, and she took that bite from that

apple, red, red, red. She screwed everything up for the rest of womankind, branding

us with a bad reputation.
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I ask, "What did you love about Grandpa Pete, besides how handsome he was?

Why did you marry him?" She's always talked about his lookshis chiseled jaw,

broad shoulders, and gray, smoky eyes.

But my grandmother shivers andagainst her will, I thinkshifts a little

closer to me. Shadows play differently along her cheeks and neck. She rubs her

fingers into her palm and then opens her hand, splaying her fingers. "Do you ever

look at your lifeline and try to guess how many years you have left?" she asks,

ignoring my question.

I let go of my knees and open both hands, the comforter sliding down to my

ankles. My hands are too pudgy for me to focus on anything but the thickness of my

knuckles.

"Mine tells me I'm going to live a long, healthy life," Grandma Anne

continues. "See how this line curves down to my wrist?" She doesn't extend her hand

for me to see. "Your lifeline can lengthen or shorten, depending on your moral

choices, good or bad."

I stare hard at both my hands, but I'm too embarrassed to tell her I'm not sure

which line she's talking about. I flex my fingers, sigh, and look up at her hand again

instead, the veiny strength of it. I believe her. She's only in her sixties, but maybe

she'll live to be one hundred, and by then I'll be thin and beautiful because I'll stop

eating so many sugar cookies, and stop drinking store-bought lemonade and eating

store-bought cherry pie, and I won't avoid my steamed green beans anymore. I'll

marry someone as handsome and kind as Grandpa Pete was. I'll have children of my
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own, who will one day have children too, and someday in the far future I'll be the one

settled on the edge of a teenage girl's bed, telling stories.

We lower our hands.

"Listen, I know you're sleepy," she says, "so I won't keep you. I just wanted

to give my granddaughter a little present that I whipped up." She removes her other

hand from behind her back and holds up a wool scarf knitted in alternating blue and

white squares. She holds it out to me. I wait a second and then reach for it; our

fingers touch, one of her press-on nails scratching me. "I know it seems silly, being

summertime and all. But I probably won't see you and your mother again until

Christmas, and you'll need to keep warm until then for another one of these god-awful

Midwestern winters."

I stroke the scarf, then loop it around my neck. The wool tickles, but it also

feels soft and safe. I smile at her. "I hate wintertime, Grandma," I say. "Sometimes I

wish Mom had never moved us here."

"Well, your father got that job with the insurance company. He was offered a

lot more money, so your mother had to come with him. Besides, you weren't even

born yet."

"Do you see him here?" I say too harshly, leaning back against the headboard.

"You never have. He wouldn't be caught dead in an apartment like this. He hasn't

been around in years, but Mom still doesn't want to go back to California."

"Your mother prefers the seasons, I think."

"I want it to be summertime all year round."
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"But you get to see leaves changing colors in autumn, and all those new

flowers in the spring."

I tighten the scarf. I feel slight rug burn on the back of my neck. We both start

to speak at the same time.

I say: "You never told me what you loved about Grand"

Grandma Anne says: "Do you miss your father, hon"

We stop. Silence. She moves closer to me on the mattress.

Then Grandma Anne leans in toward me, a light whiff of vodka suddenly in

the air. She's still wearing lipstick, even at this hour. There's a red trace of itever

so lightthat is smeared away from the right corner of her lips. I'm the only one who

will notice this mistake on this Tuesday night in August.

Grandma Anne grabs the edge of the scarf and tries to pull it off my neck

"It's not appropriate for this time of year," she saysbut it's tight, and it doesn't pull

away from me as she tugs. It slides more, burns more, against my neck. She gives up,

releases the scarf, pats the bed, and stands up.

"Tomorrow we'll talk about men some more." She pauses, then: "And boys. I

want to hear about all the boys in your life."

Silence, silence, silence beating between us. We both know we're never going

to have that conversation. We both know there aren't boys knocking at the front door

to bring me white roses and ask me out on dates. They aren't at home writing poems

about me or thinking about me as they masturbate into their socks, which Maria told

me is their favorite place to jerk off. Grandma Anne stands in the center of the slash

of light from the hallway.
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"Sweet dreams, Grandma," I say. Grandma Anne sleeps on the couch during

every visit, even though Mom and I both offer our rooms to her. She said she refuses

to be an inconvenience.

She shakes her head. "I don't dream, angel. And if I do, I can't remember

them in the morning. Never have, probably never will."

I will remember them for you, I think. I know what you dream. You dream

about the jungle, and maybe the axe.

Grandma Anne says, "Tomorrow we'll get this room all spiffed up for you.

There's enough dust in here to drown somebody. If there's one thing you need to

learn, it's how to get in those hard-to-reach spots. If you're not careful, you might

wake up someday and find that there's practically enough dust to sculpt a whole other

person!" Adam was built from clay, wasn't he? Sculpted by God? Maybe today, if

God were to come back and mold somebody, He would use dust instead, but mixed in

with the dust would be all those other things that usually go unnoticed as they gather

under sinks and in corners and beneath couches and beds and dressers, things like gum

wrappers and lollipop sticks and dead spiders. Adam's arms might be made out of

tiny plastic vitamin packages, his veins from dental floss; his eyes might be knitted out

of Skittles that fell to the floor when you ripped open the bag too quickly, and his lips

might be sewn from coffee grounds. His nipples will be torn edges of envelopes from

the telephone and electric bills, his belly button a chip of porcelain from Mom's coffee

cup, his private parts built from tiny fragments of vodka bottle caps.




